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4-H Rally
Be Held Al
Saturday
Will Be Given;
Will Compete
id Contest
eld On May 23
county's annual 4-H
will be held from 9
n, Saturday, April 28,
ler High School audiben winners will be
demonstration contests
e with other county
the district contest to
Hopkinsville on Wedy 23, according to an
ent from the extension
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MICAL
T YOUR

Tentative Plans Are To
Open Hospital May 15
Tentative plans for opening
the Caldwell County War
Memorial Hospital by about
May 15 are now being made.
Final plans are dependent on
receipt of patient room furniture which was shipped
from Ludington, Mich., on
Monday, according to a wire
received by Thomas J. Simmons, chairman of the building committee. No details
were given in the wire as to
whether the shipment is complete or not and the date of
delivery here cannot be determined until its arrival. Installation of the furniture and
final details for opening the
hospital will be rushed as
rapidly as possible, Mr. Simmons aaid.

Rebecca Traylor
Wins 21th Annual
Spelling Bee Here
Loretta Howton Wins
Second Place Honors;
21 Pupils Entered;
Each Received Prize
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Billy Martin Wins
Two Championships
In Calf Show Here

Stationed In Korea

Ralph Hooks Shows The
Champion Jersey;. Other
Winners Named From 27
Entries Of Association

Highway Department Is
Willing To Cooperate;
To Make Survey Of New
Limits, I. C. Crossing

In spite of heavy rainfall last
Rebecca Traylor, 12-year-old
The widening and improvement
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Saturday, 27 artificially sired
of a portion of Cadiz street and
E. Traylor and a seventh grade
heifer calves were shown on the
the installation of one or more
pupil of the Bethany School, won
courthouse
square in Princeton by
additional traffic lights in the
the championship Saturday aftermembers of the Tr -County Articity of Princeton by the State
noon at the 27th annual Caldwell
:: IOU 700
I
P ::SP7144
Gitittr.4S.'*it
.
ficial Breeding Association with
Highway Department were discounty spelling bee held in the
',441# 4..4.
$041
s4ON
approximately 100 spectators, it
cussed at the regular meeting of
courthouse here, it is announced
is announced from the extension
the city council here Monday
from the office of Superintendent
0514455
%
e
office.
night.
Clifton Cliff R. L. Brown is
a.*
Billy
Wilkerson,
son
of
Mr.
and
Jersey, Guernsey and Holstein
teacher at the Bethany School.
City officials have been informdairy animals were represented. Mrs. George Wilkerson, 414 South ed that the state is willing to
Winner of second place honors
Harrison street, Princeton, is now
These
breeds
were
divided
into
was Loretta Howton, daughter of
•rge, county 4-H preswiden and surface Cadiz street,
ii.opovrwrank
000
04
three age classes, with Class I— serving with the Second Division including the building of curbs
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Howton,
preside at the meeting
akt
of
the
U.
S.
Navy
in
the
Korean
one day old up to eight weeks;
Dalton Route I. She is an eighth ROW MAiCARTHUR VIEWS PACIFIC STRATEGY:
r Crenshaw will lead
Map shows Class II—eight weeks to six war zone. He volunteered for ser- and gutters, from the Hopkinsgrade pupil at the Fredonia Jun- prewar and postwar island frontiers outlined by Gen.
ville line of the Illinois Central
ge and assist with the
Douglas Macmonths of age; and Class III—six vice in July, 1950.
ior High School. Betty Jean Mc, it was stated.
railroad to the blinker light at
Arthur in his addreas before the joint meeting of Congress last
months of age and up.
Cormick, Friendship; Suzanne
the end of the street if the city
revue will be held in
week. Broken line outlines the island salient which he described
White, Friendship, and Margaret
wilt - provide the necessary rightRalph Hooks, Fredonia Route
of a skit titled "Daisy
as the western strategic frontier before World War II. Solid line
Sue Mitchell, C obb, pieced in
of-way for the widening of the
to Town", with Miss Forty Members Pass
locates the arc of islands from the Aleutians to the Marianas, 3, showed the champion of the
third, fourth and fifth places, re- which, he
street.
Shoulders reading the Pre-Induction Tests
says, is the present strategic frontier that acts as a pro- Jerseys, which placed first in
spectively.
Mayor Hollowell told the members will give demontective shield from the Americas. With is, he said, the U. S. can Class III. A calf owned by Wylie
For
Active
Army
Duty
As champion of t h e spelling dominate with sea and air power every port from Singapore (A) Brown, Princeton Route 3, placed
bers of the council that he had
nd exhibit sewing proForty members of Company bee, Rebecca Traylor won $25 in to Vladivostok (B).
been advised that Richard Ratliff
prizes given for the
Korea, present Pacific battle area, is circled. first in Jersey Class I. Brown also Thrown From Tractor
has agreed to furnish ten feet adplaced second in Class nx with
of sewing and demon- "B", 201st Engineer Battalion cash, a dictionary, a medal and (AP Wirephoto Map)
ditional right-of-way for improvethe reserve champion of the At Eddy Creek Bridge;
The girl winning the have passed their pre-induction special certificate of honor. 0th
breed. Bruce Wheeler's calf won Services Held Monday
ment of the street along the
e will get a trip to Lex- physical examination and will re- er winners received cash awards Sam Buchanan Suffers
third place honors in the same
4-H Week and will en- port to an Army training station and each entrant received $1 each.
Robert Henry Dunn, 52, w as frontage of his property, which
Mangled
Right
Foot
during
the
first part of May, Cap- Mrs. Guy G. Nichols, English inring, it was stated.
le revue contest there,
killed in an accident about 10:50 includes the greater portion of
a Vandiver, home tain Harry Joiner, Jr., company structor at Fredonia High School, Sam Buchanan, 209 Franklin
Billy Martin, Princeton Route a. m., Saturday at the Eddy Creek the distance of the proposed imstreet,
is
in
the
Princeton
HospiII Inander, announced this week. was pronouncer, with Mrs. Lois
3, showed the champion Guernsey bridge between the farms of Wy- provement. Other property ownThe unit, which was organized Pettit, Miss Amy Nichols and tal suffering a mangled right foot
heifer, which placed first in Class lie Jones and John Mahan when a ers are expected to cooperate in
r the girls will include
here about March 1, has been Miss Rosa Nell Wood serving as which he caught in a belt connect- Twenty-One
III of the Guernsey breed. Ray- tractor which he was driving, the improvement, he added.
Listed
On
or Whittinghill, home
ed to a motor at his blacksmith
alerted for federal duty since judges.
At the request of the State
mond Stroube, Princeton Route missed the bridge and plunged
non agent of Trigg
March 27.
Entrants and the schools repre- shop here about 4 p. m. Tuesday, Special Honor Roll Of
3, had the reserve champion in down an embankment at the Highway Department to designate
s. Earl Wood, Mrs. Roy
Men listed to move in the near senter! ip the annual spelling bee it is reported.
All A's For Six Weeks
the Guernsey breed and placed bridge. Mr. Dunn was thrown the place where traffic lights are
d Mrs. Floyd Jones,
According to a member of the
future with unit are Captain Har- included Alice Jeanette Swatzell,
iver added.
Twenty-one students at Butler first, second and third in Class from the tractor and his head needed worst, the council voted
ry B. Joiner, Jr., 1st Sgt. William B 1 u e Springs; Margaret Sue family, the belt pulled Mr. BuchHigh School maintained a straight II for the breed. Charles Hubbard, struck a rock. He was rushed to to request a light at the intersecations for the boys
M. Egbert, Sgt. Robert G. Riley, Mitchell, Cobb; Sarah Lou Ray, anan's ankle from its socket be"A" rating to be placed on the Princeton Route 2, showed the Princeton but was pronounced tion of South Jefferson street and
de the following proSgt. Charles D. Wade, Sgt. Louie Farrnersville; Suzanne Whit e, fore he could cut off the motor.
Marcia' honor roll for the fifth six calf which placed second in Class dead on arrival at a doctor's office Court Square for first considerato construct an indiD. Wisdom, Sgt. Willard C. Bran- Butler Junior High; Betty Jean His condition was reported as satweek period of the school. A total III. George Conditt, Marion, won here. Coroner Clyde Spickard tion and a stop-and-go light at the
owing house for sows;
isfactory
Wednesday
morning.
don, Sgt. Joe F. Guess, Sgt. Shel- McCormick, Friendship; Barbara
of 142 students were listed on the first place with a calf in Class I, held an inquest Saturday after- intersection of Hopkinsville and
nstruct an electric pig tie
W. Hobby, Sgt. Ray E. Mayes, Edna Riley, Briarfield; Wanda
regular honor roll for the same while Merl Keller, Cobb, showed noon, stating that Mr. Dunn died Cadiz streets at the Princeton
how to construct a
Sgt. Billy G. Mitchell, Sgt. Or- Jeanette Stone, Crider; Betty Gulf Dealers To Have
period, Principal C. A. Horn an- the second place winner in the from a skull fracture received ac- Creamery to be installed next.
eeder; how to estimate
ville E. Neal, Se. John L. Jean Bealmer, Eureka; Helen
The city clerk was instructed to
same class of Guernseys.
nounced this week.
t in a standing tree;
cidentally.
Stroube, Sgt. Francis H. Young, Joyce Caner, Good Springs; Oma Banquet Here Tonight
James Mick was the only sentrol tomato blight; how
Billy Martin also owned the
Billy Jones, 17-year-old son of inform state authorities of the deGulf dealers in Caldwell a n d
Opl. Robert D. Bridges, Cpl. Cecil Jeanette Toth, Fredonia grades.
an electrie wall switch;
Crittenden counties end those ior listed on the special roll. champion Holstein calf of the Mr. and Mrs. William L. Jones, cision at once.
E. Carner, Cpl. Chester L. CastleOther entrants were Andro
Sophomores listed were Peggy show, which placed first in Class who was riding on the tractor
City Attorney J. Gordon Lispotatoes from sproutberry, Jr., Cpl. Robert W. Catlett, Dockery, Belle Buckle; Gilbert near Dawson Springs in Hopkins Hall, Roswell
Hooks and Joy III, Jim Morgan, Princeton, show- with Mr. Dunn, was not injured anby reported that. County Surto care for an air cleancounty,
will
be
guests
at
a
banCpl. Charles R. Chambliss, Cpl. Clyde Candler, East Side; RayJewell. Freshmen included on the ed the reserve champion, which in the accident.
veyor J. W. McDowell made a
rector; how to repair a
Daniel W. Coleman, Cpl. lack N. bon C. Young, Cave Creek; Re- quet at 7:30 p. m., Thursday, special
honor roll were Robbie won first place honors in Class
on a tractor, and how
Funeral services for Mr. Dunn preliminary survey of the proCook and Cpl. Willis Dobbins, Jr. becca Traylor, Bethany; Calvin April 28, at the Princeton Hotel.
Candler, Kay Crider, Maggie I, and placed second in Class III. were conducted at 2 p. m., Mon- posed new city limits Monday.
young tree.
Others are Cpl. James C. Dun- Junior Belt, Enon; Robert Travis Dealers who have been handling
Lasn.bert and Ronald Murphy.
o will take part in the
John Foster, field agent from day, at the Saratoga Methodist The surveyor is scheduled to rebar, Cpl. Bobbie J. Dunn, Cpl. Sisk, Hebb; Loretta Howton, Fre- Gulf products for ten years or 'Eighth grade pupils on the
spec- the dairy department, University Church by the Rev. R. E. Melton. turn to run the official survey
bons include Ja me $
Billy J. Farless, Cpl. Marvin E. donia Junior High; Ella Massey, longer will receive a plaque and ial honor roll were
James Bowers, of Kentucky, was the judge of the Burial was in the Saratoga ceme- next week, it was stated. The
and Donald Coleman,
Glass, Cpl. Alvin K. Hall, Cpl. Quinn; Charlotte Glass, Lewis- special recognition at the meet- Janet French, Betty Holt, Sue
lub; Donald Ray Nichshow.
tery, under the direction of council also voted to have the
Earsley B. Humble, Cpl. William town; Thelma Lamb, White, and ing, Rudy L. Cantrell, local dis- Holt, Billy Hopper, Ruth Ladd,
Perry Amos Kennady,
tributor for thg company said
Winners received champion Dunn's Funeral Home, of Kut- surveyor run a tentative line for
T. Hunter, Cpl. Bennie W. Mash- Norman Milton, Mt. Hebron.
Ramona Pickering, Shirley Star- and reserve champion ribbons for tawa.
a crossing over the III:nois Centit; Ronald Hooks, Jimburn, Cpl. James H. McCormick,
nes, Nancy Taylor and Sara Wal- each breed, along with blue, red
way, Donald Rogers,
Lyon county, Mr. tral railroad trades to connect the
native
of
A
VFW Baseball Team Will ker. Seventh grade pupils were
Cpl. James .W. Neal, Cpl. David Puoils
Of Butler Band
les David Dunbar, Criand white ribbons for first, sec- Dunn spent the greater part of his White City section with a new
W. Oliver, Cpl. Donald N. PinneJoan Holt, Wayne Holt and Su- ond and third place honors. Cash life in that county as a farmer. outlet to the remainder of the
Open
Season April 29
Earl Drennan, Charles
gar, Opl. William P. Pruett, Cpl. Present Rotary Program
The V. F. W. be-set:fall team will zanne White.
Edward Boyd, Garey
the past several months, he city..
Several Butler Band pupils re- begin their 21 game schedule, The following pupils are listed prizes also of $5, $3, and $2 for For
Thomas D. Shaer, Cpl. William
, Charles Prince, a nd
lived in Princeton and was
G. Storm, Jr., Cpl. Marvin A. ceiving high ratings at the Dis- playing Salem, Sunday, April 20, on the regular honor roll for the winners in each class were had
ens, Cobb club; Johnemployed with William L. Jones 37 Arrested Or Cited
awarded.
Thomas, Cpl. James L. Wilson, trict Musty Festival April 7 at at 238 o'clock, at the V. F. W. fifth six week term:
community.
II, Je rry Hale, FriendLocal business firms and organ- of the Eddy Creek
Cpl. Everette L. Young and Opl. Madisonville presented a musical ball park.
By City Police Here
Seniors: James Adams, Nancy
Wayne Lamb, Garey
izations who made th e awards Mr. Dunn was a member of the
program at the regular weekly
George M. Powell.
Mack Nelson will be on the Armstrong, Margaret Brandon,
City police arrested or issued
White club; Bill Jones,
were the Farmers Na- Saratoga Church.
possible
meeting of the Rotary Club here
mound for Princeton and Carl Norma Cartwright, Jack Cook,
h; Glenn Roberts, WenAmong the survivors are five tickets for 37 people during the
Tuesday night.
tional Bank, First Rationed Bank,
Rivich will be on the mound for Barbara Cox, Jean Creekmur, Jo
Mrs. week ending Monday, Chief Rudd
rts, Shirley Morse, Day- Local Officials Attend
Ratliff Hardware Co., Robinson sisters, and one brother,
Those appearing on the program
Cummins, Patsy Dalzell, Nancy
Salem.
aw, Harold Hopkins, Leo State Democratic Rally
Princeton
Route
1; reported to the city council MonCook
Oliver,
Co.,
PrinceImplement and Motor
included Jim Boren, Martha Sue
Farmer, Dot Felker, LeRoy
Icy Lowry and Buddy
Mrs. day night.
William L. Jones, state repre- eGresham, Bob Hogan, Chloe Ann
ton Mills, Eldred Hardware Co., Miss Eva Dunn, Franklort;
Hooks, Catherine Hopper, Sue
Daisy
umn dub.
Charges included four for drivsentative; William G. Pickering, Winters, Patsy Quisenberry and Kiwanis Club Program
Joiner Hardware Co., Wood Drug George Randolph, Mrs.
Mitchell, Lillie Mae Peters, Billie
for the boys team and county judge: Glover J. Lewis, Betty Roberts.
Wooster and Mrs. Fannie Swonrr ing under the influente of liquor;
WilProduce
House,
Store,
Jacob
Consists Of Singing
Joe Pierce, Malcolm Rogers, HerDunn, Oak- seven drunk in a public place;
I demonstrations will be sheriff, and John Mahan, postmasAlso at the meeting, Mark
liamson Drug Store, and Watson all of California; Otis
. Gibson, field agent of ter, formed a party to attend the Cunningham gave a brief report Program at the regular weekly bert Scott, George Stevens, Dan- Coal and Feed Co.
land, Ill., and several nieces and three overloaded trucks; two for
lub department, Univer- Jefferson-Jackson D a y Dinner on the District 233 Rotary meet- meeting of the Princeton Kivran- ny Thomas and Betty Traylor.
nephews.
improper driving; one for breach
is Club Wednesday at the PrinceJuniors: Iris Mae Cravens, RobBearers were Earl Parrent of peace; two for running stop
ntucky, it was stated.
Saturday night at the Seelbach ing held Thursday through Monton Hotel consisted of group ert Franklin, Martha Sue Gres- Ralph McConnell Is
rs of club who will par- Hotel in Louisville. Vice-Presi- day at Kentucky Dam Village.
Robert Riley, Jr., Richard Free- signs; two for improper license;
singing, led by Rumsey Taylor ham, Margie Hamby, Katherine Ordained To Ministry
man, Ray Newman, Jimmie Jones one resisting arrest; one for posthe. water management dent /Oben W. Barkley was prinHecht Lackey, Henderson radio
c Ralph Mitchell, But- cipal speaker with Governor executive, was nominated elistrict Mrs. George Eldred accompanied Hancock, Rebecca Jake, Bernard
and Simon Riley.
session of whiskey for purpose of
McConnell,
Ralph
graduate
of
Jones, Ann Kern, Jackie KoltinFlower girls were Mrs. Richard sale; one for double parking;
James Donald Mitchell, Wetherby, Senator Clements, governor at a business session at at the piano.
Butler High School and a student
sky, Margaret Ladd, Sara Lamb,
'ens, and Charles Prince, Senator Underwood, Mayor the Village Monday. He succeeds PLEDGED TO FRATERNITY
at Murray State College, was or- Freeman, Mrs. Earl Parrent, Mrs nine for over perking; two for ilb; Harley Lowry and Farnsley and other Democratic Sewell C. Hardin, Glasgow. Romelia Hooks, daughter of Jerri Lane, Carolyn McGuirk, dained to the ministry on Sunday, Bernice Morris, Miss Nancy Ann legal sexual relations; one for
Joan Mitchell, June Oates, Doris
lker, of the Quinn clubb. leaders on the program.
Those attending from here be- Mr. and Mrs. R. Y. Hooks, PrinceApril 15, at a special service at Dunn, Miss Patti Jean Oliver operating a disorderly house, and
Pierce, Jim Richie, Sidney Satter✓ this department will
The party of. Democrats was sides Mark Cunningham were ton, is one of 19 students at Mur- field,
the First Baptist Church of Miss Bobbie Oliver, Mrs. Ray one arrested on a county warrant.
Patsy Shorat, Dorothy WilS. Holmes, agricultural accompanied by Mrs. Jones, Mrs. But-hl Hollowell, Julian Little. ray State College who have been
Princeton, Bernard Jones, church Newman and Mrs. Nancy McKinney.
n,g department, Univer- Pickering, daughter, Poppie, and page, Sam Steger and the Rev. pledged to Kappa Delta Pi Fra- liams, Martha Illirilson and Mary clerk, announced.
Board Of Supervisors
Ruth Peters.
ntucky.
Mrs. Lewis, who attended the tea George Filer.
ternity, the college has anMinisters participating in the UNDERGOES SURGERY
Sophomores: Donna Boitnott,
Will Meet Here May 1
given for women in connection
nounced.
Mr. Joseph Currunins, 511 HopWilma Brandon, Janice Brinkley, ordination service were H. G. M.
The Caldwell county board of
with the Democratic celebration, ailiers. Frank K. Wylie left Wedton Elected
The fraternity is an honorary Micky Cravens, Peggy Guess,
Bill Hatter, W. B. Ladd, Arnett Wil- kinsville street, underwent sursupervisors will convene on May
a member of the party reported. nesday for Los Angeles. Califor- scholastic organization which re- Hammond, Wanda Sue
ge Adviser Post
Hawkins, liams, L. J. Knoth and 0. M. gery at the Campbells Clinic in 1
for •a ten-day session in the litnia, to be with her sister, Mrs. quires a 2.25 academic standing
M'artha Sue Hodge, Bobby Hogan, Shultz. T h e young minister is Memphis, Tennessee, Friday
tty To Linton, daughter
tle courtroom of the courthouse
Mrs. Jesse Williamson is con- Will Rogers, who has been ill for and teacher training, it was
now
serving
as
pastor
of
the
Cemorning,
April
21.
His
condition
Barbara Holleman, Jean Holt,
d Mrs. Frank T. Linton, fined to her home with the flu.
to review city and county propseveral weeks.
slated.
Frances Hopper, Becky Humph- dar Bluff Baptist Church, it was is reported good 'and he is ext street, has been elect
erty assessments, Judge William
pected to come home Sunday.
ries, Beverly Jones, Mary Ladd, stated.
an adviser for the AgG. Pickering announced this week.
Odell Meadows, Marilyn Milton,
t Christian Association,
Any taxpayer having a grievBetty
Sue
Mitchell,
Martha
Sue
unced.
ance must file a written notice
Porter,
Patsy
Quiseniberry,
Byron
'nton, a rising senior, has
with the county court clerk on or
Rogers, Betty Travis and Chloe
treasurer of the Chrisbefore May 1 and then may apAnn Winters.
dation this year. In adpear before the board for a hearFreshmen: Charlotte Aker s,
e has been a member of
ing and possible adjustment in
Becky Bell, Barbara Bentley,
lion Club an d •a class
Ten students of the Feedonia William Phelps, Nancy Phelps, property assessment, it was stated.
Newman Board, Reba Call, Deder. She will also be a
Inres Creasey, Mickey Cunning- High School maintained a rating June Kemp, June Keel, Christine
of the 1951 May Court.
ham, Maxine Davis, Louard Gray, of straight "A" grades for the Sheridan, Pat Bradshaw. Ann SUFFERS PAINFUL BURNS
Mrs. T. H. Young suffered
Marlene Haile, Joyce Jarvis, Eve- fifth six weeks period recently Blackburn, Katherine Hale and
FORT CAMPBELL
lyn Johnson, Marilu Mayes, Bill ended to be placed on the special Doris George.
painful burns about the head and
lades L. Patton, son o
honor
roll
of
the
school,
PrinciJuniors: Mary Askew, Marcella face last Thursday while lighting
Morse, Jean Paris, Gloria Plyle Oliver, South Seminmale, Mary Ruffin, Geraline pal Guy G. Nichols announced Holloman, Barbara Austin, Mary the oven of a gas stove at her
Pvt. Charles E. Jones,
this
week.
Forty-two
pupils
were
Canada, Barbara Cartwright, An- home, 511 Washington street. The
Scott, Judy Schwab, Elsie Sisk,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Ann Sue Stephens, Barbara Thom- listed on the regular honor roll nalene Harper, Jacquelyn Yen. fire had gone out in the oven the
inceton, have been asas, Iola Van Hooser and Nancy for the same period, it was started. dell, Leroy McNeely and Clinton night prior to the accident and it
the 11th Airborne DiGradie Riley was the only sen- Beavers.
Wood.
was not noticed that the gas was
ert Campbell, for basic
Eighth grade: Louise Corley, ior listed on the special roll. Sophomores: Linz Brown, Bar- still turned on when she struck
after completing proEva Lynn Clayton, Wanda DeBoe, Juniors were Joletta Baker, Mar- bara Harper, Thelma Canada, a match to light the stove the next e
the Reception Center at
Charles Elder, Wanda French, garet Howton and Leo Hill; Donald Conway, Rose Ellen Ter- morning, it is reported. Mrs.
de, Md., it is announced.
Joyce Flynn, No
Kaye sophomores, Wanda Phelps, Shir- rell, Don Rogers, Felna Ruth Young is recovering satisfactorily.
George, Dale Gray, Mitchell Ham- ley Hill, Donna Querterrnous and Hearod and Betty Ennis.
' SON THIS WEER\s.
ARTISTS DRAWING OF ATOM BOMB BEING DROPPED: This drawing by Jim Berryman, mond, Wanda Sue Hopkins, Jim- Glenda Childress. Anna Holt was
Freshmen: Doris Oliver, Daisy LEGION SUPPER SET
d Mrs Howard McCon- Washington Star cartoonist and illustrator, appears in the current Issue of Look Magazine along my Hubbard, Willa Ann Lacy, listed on the- special roll as a Holt, Doris
Greene, Betty Burton
A pot luck supper will be serdaughter, Lenita Sue, with an article by Berryman that the magazine says is the first eye-witness description of the A- Anna Lamb, Moans Lewis, Betty freshman, and Linda Askew, in and Joyce Ann Boggess.
ved at 6 p. m, Tuesday, May 1,
ing their son, Bob, at bomb. Look says Berryman made an authorized alight in a B-50 carrying an A-bomb in a practice Lewis, James McConnell, Donna the seventh grade.
Seventh grade: Betty Campbell at the American Legion Home on
Tech University this run and that the Air Force cleared the drawings. Berryman in the article says the bomb he saw P'Pool, Billy Scott, La Vine
The following pupils were list- and Joann Butts.
Cadiz street by t h e American
are planning to partici- was not actually dropped. This drawing is deacribed as showing what the A-bomb would look Smith, Hobert Wilson, Charles ed on the regular honor roll for
Eighth grade: Gary Childrese, Legion Auxiliary. Members of the
the celebration of Engi- like being dropped by a 840 bomber, In Washington, the Atomic Energy Commission denied that Watson, 'Tommy Yates and Joy the period:
Loretta Howton, Sue Blachburn, Legion, Auxiliary and their famieek activities, April Berryman saw a real atomic bomb and quoted the, Air Force ate saying he did not see a representation Young.
Seniors: Jerry Carner, James Donald Fralick, Clinton Tosh and lies are invited, it was announced
Wirephato--Copyright
1951
by
book
of one. (AP
Magazine)
(Continued on Back Page)
Cartwright, Arnold Wigginton, Helen Boitnott.
this week.
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local Guard Unit
To Move Out Soon

R. H. Dunn Killed
In Farm Accident

142 Butler Pupils
Are On Honor Roll

INSURA

CALL US!
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Pri •

City May Get New
Traffic Signals,
Improved Street

10 Fredonia Pupils Are
Listed On Special Roll

Thursda , April 261
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Paging Hoover Commission

for the nation—this time to weed out the socialistic non-essentials
from President Truman's $71.5 billion (B) budget
Mindful that the bi-partisan Commission headed by former
Republican President Herbert Hoover had worked unceasingly for
two years on ways and mean'g of streamlining the Executive Branch
for greater efficiency and economy, Shafer introduced a Resolution
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A Place In History
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U. S. wheat
the remainder
carded in milling, shipped
used for feed or otherwise
My Guy A Wagner)
ed of.
with
little
how
matter
ti•••—no
happening
in
much
There's so
More than half ta;
well
the world to distract our attention nothing. That's a polities' as
MEET THE OLD
the !Ionian sect ado fa
STOREKEEPER
that it's ze little difficult to settle as militias's, exiene
my good friend, The Old Store far m workets.
dowit to home-grown politics.
Theil41101 Warty other things
There ore' almost 3,
But while most of us have been which WI I work favorably for keeper, thinks that just becatele I
raptly enjoying the Great Debate Reir
tt eans In Kentucky. Irritaaround more than he does, I scPflire nut*. in cOntineinti
so,mor Governor (lensed States
and the MacArthur-Truman feud, oori,
Chin- should know all the answers. But
Animal foods have ow/
the potitivians have been busy ents, some of which is bound to that sly old bird is not kidding
about their business. And, it op. reflect on Governor Lawreuce me. I'll never see the day when 20 per cent of the calockf
pears, to some effect.
Wetherby----if he happens to be I'll be able to feel the public found in the plant.; tea '
There are likely to be some sur- I h e Democratic nominee-rand pulse like this rotund retailer.
animals which produce tha
prise entries before the final date that, of Coutlir, is in considerable
More insects may be
He's an insatiably inquisitive
and
for filing in the Republican
doubt. Ben Kilgore still was in soul, warm-hearted and perpetu- a single square mile them
Democratic primaries—but for the race and running hard anci
are people in the ivorldr a
ally intent on shouldering everythe most part most of the races effectively the last I heard. Hoone's troubles on a 280-pound Book of Knowledge
have shaken down.
well Vincent must be contended frame. Even though I was careWe're not so much concerned with. And, possibly, by he time
free on this particular day, he he had built up•
hi, business
with individual candidacies today this gets published, there will be
out-flanked me and before / the years. He never had
as with the general picture of the others.
promised never to bedeck his
had
it,
I
knew
Kentucky political scene. And it's
The announcement of popular, to pass by his crossroads empor- modern frills establishment
and m far
on extremely interesting one.
young Howes Meade that he's af- ium without stopping to loaf a could see, it
hadn't been o
The Republican National Com- ter the Republican nomination
baited me with a prom- sary. His store had that.
mittee sent in one of its prize pub- gave a shot in the arm to Young spell. He
crackers, bologna home" atmosphere, even
licists to help State Senator Otis Republicans. But even these scof- ise of cheese,
to
I could drink. All smell, and his faithful rust,
Thomas in his einsuocessful race fed at his Committee of Ten and all.the pop
just so he, paid steady tribute in
sardines,
too,
this
and
cold
for the vacancy created by the Thousand Young Republicans for
and I could pull tip and warm affection for the
appointment of Representative Meade. The younger element of the Regulars
strategically spot berless favors he had
nail-kegs,
our
st
Tom Underwood to the Senate.
the party doesn't seem to think the sawdust box, then make a about with nary a
string ti
The GOP threw the book in
there are ten thousand young chin symphony that had trkde any of them. His
penmen
this eampalgn—and lost. Some GOPers in the state willing, able,
salking•eri itself. I*
.arathat. of the .stdre dovetailed
Republicans are moaning that a
or inclined to workefor him.
The 0. S had the floor. 1f6 bit k ii n-dried, tongue-ant:TT
campaign even e -week longer
Right now, it seems to me that off a hunk uf burley twist (home- flooring. Personally, I wetle
would have made a difference.
the Republicans have an excellent mule), eased it back where it be- to see anything happen
It seems to me that our Repubhouse canvassers, for I do not reopportunity to win in November. longed: then tamped it down with any alteration in either
happens—
friends—as
often
lican
anything.
bought
ever
call having
That, though, will depend on his tongue. "I'm all kerflumixed," power to a perfect partn,Somebody must have, though, or are looking for excuses. The real whether they have profited by
*
*
• •
he began. "I hear all the radio
District
the
Sixth
trouble
with
the tribe would have gone out of
their past mistakes. They had ex- programs I can without tuninr in
Our Prayer for Today h
was
conthat
it
campaign
was
business long before it did.
cellent chances in many elections two at the same time, but .these ly Father, help us to
ducted on a Washington and in
Hardly a tramp in any sense of
last year and the year before. And soap operas have got me whip- and to pay tribute to the
(we
call
affairs
level
ternational
the word, maybe merely a wanwho can forget 1948?
and unselfish goodness .
thinkers")
instead
"cosmic
them
oed."
derer, was the old herb-gatherer,
Democrats may find solace in
He jarred the sawdust box with found so frequently in
of on a level to appeal to the
who
used
fellow
a picturesque old
the fact that Republicans for 20 a perfect hit, and went on. "Take do not pretend to be otb.
people of the Sixth District of
to wander all through Warreu and
years have demonstrated abso- these here programs, one imack just themselves. Help
Kentucky.
adjoining counties, never asking
lutely no ability at all to profit dab after the other, advertising genuine in our relations,.,
doubt
in
the
world
There
is
no
for food So far as I know, but ofby their errors—and they go • on soap from powder to cake and others so that our toe
that the apple is ripe for Repubfering occasionally some of his
Democrats are making the same ones year after from snow to flake. Most of 'em will be satisfactorily co- ,'
licans
to
pick.
And
herb medicines for sale. Most of
year.
are made by the same company, without doubt, suspicion ar
genuinely worried.
the time, however, he just campA n d Democrats go on being but each concerned commercial trust. Amen.
Reaction to the Truman Admined out in the open, gathered herbs,
after
year.
elected
year
*
*
* *
claimin' its soap's best. Now, figistration scandals and mistakes is
and apparently shipped them to
(Write to me today in c
ger that one out."
going to turn a whole lot of votsome drug-making concern. I
He glanced at me over the top this paper. If you are try
It has been estimated that less
ers away from many Democrats.
loved to meet the odd old fellow
Some of that reaction will carry than 10 per cent of the population of his specs. "Come on, Wag, don't carry a burden too hey.
looking
for
when he was out
over into Kentucky.
of the earth can obain food to just sit there collectin' callouses." you, there are many sta
herbs, and I was equally avid to
Later, as I drove away, I . . ready and only too
But the Republicans must offer provide. a diet acceptafble to a
see birds. I am sure that he rethought of the manner in which help you carry it.)
something. You can't beat some- modern dietician.
garded me as just as queer as I
regarded him; in that way we got
even with each other without
hurting any feelings:

By Gordon Wilson, Ph. D.
(Western State College)
A reading of Dicken's "Tramps"
from The Uncommercial Traveller recently made me recall the
•
tramps that I used to see, back
when even a tramp could break
the monotony of our shut-in lives,
as pictured by the poets.and other
desirable." •
writers who apparently never
As a result of the Hoover Commission's recommendation, 20 lived on a farm. We did not often
public laws and 26 reorganization plans have been adopted by the call our tramps by that name, but
I fear that many of them were of
Congress. These reforms, comprising about 50 per cent of the
that fraternity.
Federal
the
to
save
expected
Hoover Commission's proposals, are
One group of peripatetics I
Government about $2 billion a year—no small sum even in these mentioned long ago in this coltimes of multi-billion dollar budgets.
umn. There was the clock tinker,
Perhaps Congressman Shafer has something there. Maybe a who regularly came around, payrevived Hoover Commission could bring more than a semblance of ing his way by doing necessary
repairs on the Seth Thomas and
order, economy, and honesty to this bloated budget proposed by the
on watches, gun locks, and many
President.
other things in our homes. Usually this same man was a knife
grinder and left us with sharp
knives and scissors. The pack
peddler was of the same pay-asWe hope President Truman's wish is fulfilled. He has just you-go type, too, and his visits
expressed the hope that his administration will be remembered for
were events that joined the seaits efforts to prevent another war. Mr. Truman reminded reporters sons together. Many a time the
•
that a President's place in history is established only after 25 or 30 same man would come back with
years have given perspective to his times. That is true, of course, the same regularity that we assobut we hope that in much less time than that there will be evidence ciate with migrating birds. No
that current efforts to preserve the peace have succeeded.
one ever dreamed of calling these
Washington — Make an invenBy 1980 Mr. Truman's work will undoubtedly have escaped outsiders tramps, for they were tory of the clothes the family has
somewhat from the heat of party controversy and come into fairer in no sense beggars; they were at home before you go shopping
focus. We hope that the prospects of lasting peace will by then be tramps only by coming on foot, for new ones. Government clothso good that there will be plenty of credit for everyone now work- even to our remote place.
ing specialists warn against stocking to prevent war. By that time the world may have fully deterBut every so often some gen- ing too much ahead.
mined that Mr. Truman's decision to resist aggression in Korea was uine tramps came by, plain beg"Sizes and tastes change, styles
as great a landmark in the organization of peace which it now ap- gars who sought a night's lodging
chang e, materials deteriorate."
• pears to be.
and some food. Nobody in our says Miss Clarice Scott, specialist
In a mood of philosophical discussion, he recalled that several Fidelity section could be so cruel
with the Bureau of Human Nutripresidents had been widely and bitterly attacked during their terms as to withshold food and los/girig, tion and Home Economics. "If 3!bu
but eventually found a secure place in historapileerieed Jefferson, though some people pretended
plan to wear an outfit a long time
Jackson, Lincoln and Cleveland. These are pertinent examples in
that they intended to do so the you will want something that you
one respect: history has been kinder to them than many of their
next time. My own father was and those about you won't tire of.
contemporaries were. In several cases that was because their posi- one of these rebels against the
The simplest is always best. Othtive achievements far outlealanced their mistakes.
tradition of giving food and lodg- er things to consider when buying
But history judges by both. And for some other presidents the
ing to everybody who asked for clafies:
-negative aspects have predominated even after more than 30 years. them; 'but he did not live up to
Climate—It affects Oct only the
,Grant and Harding are examples Mr. Truman might add to his list.
his protestations, for any beggar fabric you pick, but the style.
The scandals of their terms are remembered more than their accom- could get on the good side of him
Certain features help keep you
plishments.
and be taken care of, at least for warm or cool. Transportation —
one night. We did make a differWe hope that in history's perspective the peace gains will outClothes get harder wear on street
ence between the clock tinker and
weigh the blight of administrative laxity in the Truman record.
cars, subways and busses and in
—(Christian Science Monitor) pack peddler on one side and this lots of going and coming. Maybe
ordinary wanderer on the other:
you don't get out much except
the plain tramp was not given a
to church or social gatherings.
bed to sleep in bbt a pallet on
You won't nerd such hard-wearthe floor. He sat at the table,
ing clothes as your husband and
however,
of
us,
rewith
the
rest
Increases should be made in postal salaries, since they have
children.
gardless of his being dirty and
been delayed by Congress for about two years while the debate
Before buying a suit or coat
ragged.
Nobody
that
I
ever
heard consider what you
over postal rates has been taking place. The Hoover Commission's
have on hand
of
made
the
tramp
wait
until sec- to
report said that special services should pay their way, but it rectiengo with them and what else
ond
table
or eat on the kitchen
mended a cost ascertainment study to figure out exactly what the
you will have to buy in the futable.
costs of the Post Office Department are and how it might be adture . . . shoes, hats, purs e s,
It may have been because Fi- gloves. If you have all brown, for
ministered more economically and more efficiently.
delity was and is in a sort of instance, don't buy navy.
Though no such contention was made in the Hoover reports, a
pocket that not very many wanClothes that aren't cue accurateclamor has .been started to the effect that the Post Office Departderer of this sort came to us. ly are not likely to fit well.
Miss
ment should be run as a business. There is no other deduction to be
You
do
not
go
through
my
part
of
Scott says the grain of the goods
made from this except that it should be run at a profit. Certainly a
the
county
on
the
way
'
to
any- should run straight down the
most justifiable conclusion would be that the Post Office Departwhere else; we were just about front and back and
straight down
ment should be run like a business, but not as a business. If it is a
at the end of the road. After I the sleeves. Tb e
cross-'wise
business, the government has no right to run it in the first place and
grew up and had a home of my threads' Should run
straight at
it ought to be turned over to private enterprise.
own, the word must have leaked
A resolution was introduced recently by Sen. Frank Carlson, out that I would feed a beggar, bust and hip levels. In low-grade
ftepublican, of Kansas, a former governor of that state, and approved for there was a period of many clothes, she explains, the maker
might juggle pieces a little to
by Sen. Olin Johnston, Democrat, of South Carolina, the chairman
years when our rollers for food make what
goods he has fit the
of the Post Office and Civil Service Committee of the Senate, calling were almost a weekly occurence
for a study of cost figures on the Post Office Department. This in the spring and summer and pattern.
Shoppers should also look for
department put out its own cost ascertainment study, but frankly, less often in winter. I used to
ample seam allowances so things
this is not a very convincing set of figures. It divides up the cost
watch the beggars after we had can be let out
for growth. This is
of the Post Office Department and undertakes to say that certain fed them, to see where they would
classes of mail should pay a certadn portion of the bill of operating go. They would pass up a fine especially important in children's
the department. It must be borne in mind in the first place that the house and, by some legerdemain, things. Whenever possible, try an
article on at the store when you
other departments of government, such as the Defense Department turn in to some plain house
like buy it. This saves taking things
and the Department of Agriculture, have never been looked upon
mine. I have looked for signs that .back,
something some of us don't
as businesses or required to pay their own way. The figures have they may have left for the
next bother to do.
been set up to try to show that second class mail, which includes wanderer, but I never have
found
"Watch out for 'bargains',"
newspapers and magazines, are not paying their fair share of the any such. For years now there
has warns Miss Scott. "You don't ofpost office bill. Of course many of the publications, such as educa- been no beggar at our
back door ten get anything you
don't actualtional, religious, fraternal and agricultural, are granted decided ad- that I ram recall. Whether
the ly pay for. In good
clothes are
vantages in rates.
tribe has sought greener pastures hidden
qualities we don't often
Furthermore, it would be necessary for the Post Office Depart- than my street or have gone to
know are there."
ment to continue free delivery, even if no newspapers or magazines work I do not know. Maybe they
were delivered. While such publications are not paying enough to travel in cars now or trailers.
wake up for all the losses of the Post Office Department, they are
And that brings up another
attributed to this portion of the Post Office Department's work. It type of visitor that seems much
is believed A fair study would show that hey are paying reasonable less frequent than formerly, the
rates.
house-to-house canvasser. If I had
It is probable that an increase of possibly 10 per cent a year
bought one each of all the things
•
for three years would not be resisted by such publications. How- offered for sale ..at my door, I
would long ago have been taken
ever, we believe the resolution that has been introduced byoSenator
myself to the poorhouse, and
valuable.
most
The
public
will
be
ought
to
know
what
Carlson
somewhere there would be a muthe costs of the Post Office Department are and whether they are seum of unwanted articles larger
fairly distributed. But it is not fair to make one class of publica- than any museum within a huntion the goat for all the other expenditures of the Post Office De- dred miles. Again I used to won—(The Lexington Herald) der at the persistence of house-topartment
on February 26 to reactivate it.
His Resolution would provide "that the Hoover Commission
shall become a permanent agency of the Congress, to meet at the
call of the chairman, for the purpose of determining and recommending from time to time to the Congress such further steps in executive branch reorganization and such measures of Government economy and efficiency as in the opinion of the Commission may seem

rates of
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a word. it
ex•
entitled
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made
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and Spies'. And when asked what to have advocated dealing with
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'0151council
city
the
of
meat cleaver
• • •
Mayor Clifton HolloOrell and members
Princeton to push their plans
• • •
of
people
the
by
encouraged
should be
-A word to Mr. Truman: "The
sewer disposal plant and enWe believe that. there is somefor the conetruction of a secondary
teasfure,of a man's resources,
downright honest about uslargement of the present primary plant.
tie `tea t of one's genuine thing
that Princeton will
or even meat
the fact that he can ing fist, shotguns,
There can be no doubt in anybody's mind
not
worth,
is
forthright assault.
and many already know
be fair and square with those who cleavers for
not grow larger in the next several years
improved.
trust him, but that he can be big Not very civilized weapons for a
that the present plant needs to be
pres- enough to rise above those who mother it is trite,' but at least
the
make
will
undoubtedly
Iiinits
Expansion of the city
they are honest ones which leaves
future and as more sewer are unfair to him."
ent plant become less satisfactory in the
no doubt in anyone's mind that
• • •
unsanitary the present
lines are connected with the plant the more
about to take
Truman's t crone r tantrums a breach of law is
system will become.
enlarging the pres- have been explained by a veteran place. But the fountain pen of
and
plant
secondary
building
a
cost
of
The
than an inade- Washington reporter, William Truman it a sly weapon with
ent plant will be high, but it will proem to be cheaper
is able to
Bradford /lute, as due to a desire which the President
quate system.
"varmints" without
to strike back after a life of be- take care of
reprecussion. The
ing taunted as first a sissy, later fear of legal
the sword, it
a deadbeat, and more recently as pen is mightier than
also be more
a public official, a water boy for is said, and it can
cutting so that even Democrats
Representative Paul W. Shafer, Michigan Republican, believes political gangsters.
are hoping that Truman will be
• • •
Organization of
militent
that the Hoover Commission—tlic Commission on
"Truman comes by his hot head forced to surrender his
do.
the Executive Branch of the Goverrientias anotherchore to
honestly" and from both sides of pen in 1952.
He wants it to come out of rAfilenien't to do another big job

The City Needs A Sewer Plant
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It makes your dollars talk
great good sense!

Robinson I
Sopkinsville Rood

LOO

When you look at the times we live in! :and then take a.look at
this new Chrysler Windsor . . . you might almost think we'd had
advance information and special-built this car just to fit these times!
Certainly it treats your hard-earned and tight-stretched dollars
with a respect that's hard to find in a good many things you buyi

A.

To begin with, the Windsor line is the least-priced of the three
lines of cars we build at Chrysler. To buy one gets you all the
basic goodness Chrysler engineering means, at the very lowest
coet. That's good sense in itself.
4

lt..,11.
,,,,x

Postal Rates

Wm. M. YOUNG

Fredonc.4'

i•
Braahet' anttde,
entertained

c,

5

In powerplant, your Windsor brings you Chrysler Spitfire :
one of the truly great engines in the whole bright history of
America's motor cars. Time-proved and owner-beloved, it would
be hard to put your money on a sounder friend than this to live and
travel with you through the months ahead!

--

5a%
Sae,

4

As to comfort, Windsor brings you the amazing travel bonus
all Chrysler owners get this year . .. the revolutionary new
Oriflow
shock absorber. With more than twice the shock-absorbing power
of any other in the world, this amazing new device keeps
wheels
steady on the road, and riders steady in their seats.
As you can see, it is no idle claim that this car makes very
special sense in these unusual times. But why not get the whole
good story at first hand? Why not go see your Chrysler Dealer,,
very soon?
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I's Cecil Brasher and Airs.
ssell btetton entertained with a
)rk shower Tuesday afternoon
the home of Mrs. Brasher in
or of Mrs. Glenn Rogers.
ose attending were Mrs. F. E.
• s, Mrs. G. C. Fergerson, Miss
rothy Parr, Mrs. Arlie Vinson,
s Charlie Wilson, Mrs. John
, Miss Imogene Wigginton,
s. Gene Rogers. Mrs. Walton
• all, Mrs. W. B. Watts, Mrs.
din Yandell, Mrs. Roy Ashby,
Georgia Boaz and Mrs. W.
Conway.
•ers were Mrs. Robert Eras, Mrs. V. E Coleman, Miss
tel Turley, Mrs. Charles Bak.
Mrs. Virgil Davidson, Mrs. J.
Rogers, Mrs. Dock Baker, Mrs.
fly Landes, Mrs. T. R. Akridge,
Jennie Brasher, Mrs. Essie
cker, Mrs. Noble Paris, Mrs.
asher and Mrs. Melton. Send-

ing gifts were: Mrs. Carl Vinson,
Mrs. Mac Blackburn, Mrs Florence Parr, M r s. Talley Baker,
Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett,'Mrs. Elbert
Beck, Mrs. L. B. Young, Mrs. Sam
Howerton, Mrs. Herman Brenda,
Mrs. Cort Henson, Mrs. Byrd
Guess, Mr. J. E. Hillyard, Mrs.
Nellie Harmon, Mrs. Tommie
Vinson. Mrs. George Milroy, Miss
Betty Dunning, Mrs. Marion Heryule, Mrs. Andy Williams, Mrs.
Ruth Dunning and Mrs. Jarrnes C.
Landes.
Funeral services for Kel Moore,
52, who passed away at his home
Thursday, were held at the Cumberland Presbyterian church Friday afternoon, with the pastor,
Rev. Ray Wigginton officiating.
Mr. Moore had not been well since
he suffered s stroke .ctiri weeks
ago, but had recovered enough to
be in town when he suffered the
stroke only a few days before his

aye money on gas with
a Studebaker tick!
Cosh in on Studebaker streamlining!
No excess bulk! No waste ofpower!

our

only
suspicion

• ,...• ou'oloo,

at,heoi,

You Can 111. at a glance why a Studebaker
truck is a gas-saver.
There's no superfluous pourtdoge to interferes
with a Studebaker truck engine's in-built thrift.
Select your Studebaker truck now. A half ton,
three-quarter ton or on* ton pick-up or stake. A
rugged one-and-one-half ton or two ton model.
Two marvelous Studebaker-built engines —a
highly efficient Econ-o-miser—or a high torque
Power-Plus —assure you top performance.

Robinson Impl. & Motor Co.
insviRe Rood

e ewe to enter this unique "conB
test-within-a-contest" — co-sponsored by McCall's Magazine and
Kentucky Utilities and Old Dominion Power Companies.
McCall's "My Kitchen" contest offers
you two chances to win. Your entry may
win a national prize in the MeGairs contest. Then, regardlesa of whether or sot
Yen win a McCall's prize, your entry is
outowericeily entered in the KU-OD contest.
Winner of first prize in else McCall .:onbeat will have her kitchen remodeled, jest as
• Hennal St„ abeolutely (ree, and will naive $1,000 in cash besides.
Entries from the 71-eounty area eerved
by KU and 01) will be separated from other
entries AFTER they have been judged in dm
National contest. Mae entries will then be
/edged to pick the wieners le the KU-OD
centes.
Housewives compete with housewives.
with professionals. You don't
e an artist or interior decorator
OP win.
Here us the three Mey saps en seurieg

tatt

*"My Litchis" mime:

Phone 2

(By Betty Clarke)
You can't get a man unleiss you
get artificial props. So say historians who show that Lorelei used
lyres, Circe needed magic, Cleopatra had wigs, Luerezia Borgia
eliminated rivals with poison and
Delilah found a pair of scissors—
all in the interests of beauty.
Women have gone to many
lengths through the ages to attain
the semblance of beauty and its
consequent booty.
Queen Sea, of the Third Egyptian Dynasty, won her king when
she discovered henna as a heir
tint, 'tis said. Empress Faustina,
wife of Marcus Aurelius, kept a
small army of tress-experts designing the more than 300 hairstyles she affected.
When the Roman legions
brought fair-haired captives from
northern Europe, the ladies of the
TASTE FOR BASEBALL AND ITS TRIMMINGS: That's a real Emperor's court heaped ashes
bite Arthur MacArthur is taking out of his mustard-coated red from beech trees on their heads
hot at the Polo Grounds in New York as he sees his first major and left them for a month in orleague baselball game. The 13-year-old son of Gen. Douglas Mac- der to become blondes.
Arthur wears a Giants cap as he takes irk everything baseball has
During the era that Paris of
to offer. With him at the Giants-Dodger game are Col. Sidney Greece lost his all on a horse for
Huff (center, foreground) and Lt. Col. Anthony Story (right, rear), the favor of Helen of Troy, womGen. MacArthur's pilot. (AP Wirephoto)
en waved their hair by winding
passing. Survivors include his
Mrs. W. B. Conway and son, it in small strands around thin
sticks under a mud pack and drywife, Mrs. Edna Moore; his moth- Joe Conway, Mrs. Florence Parr, ing the mess
under the sun.
and
Miss
ImoMiss
Dorothy
Parr
er, Mrs. Ode Moore; two sons,
Bus. the god of toiletry, was
Glenn and Walton Moore, of gene Wigginton attended services
supposed to supply the girls with
Princeton; four sisters, Mrs. Lila at t h e Frances Presbyterian inspiration for
new ideas for perHunt and Mrs. Pearl Sigler, of church Sunday night.
sonal pulchritude. Oldtime glam=
Crittenden county; Mrs. Geneva
Rev. Charles Bunce, Padurah, or girls
used to send their husBurkalew, Hartford, and Mrs. will fill the pulpit of the First
bands out for the day with "the
Virgie Jennings, Frankfort; four Presbyterian church here Sun- boys"
while they languished unbrothers, Coy, Raleigh, Marvin day night at 7:30 April 29.
der the ministrations of slave
and Bill Moore. Burial was in
Mrs. Ed Harmon, Mrs. Euclid girls who tried to make them
the Fredonia cemetery.
Querterrnous, Mrs. Mary Melton, beautiful.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Hearod, Wy- Cpl. Frank Harmon, Charles, Venus de Milo is supposed to have
anet, Ill., are visiting his mother, Mary Nell and Eddie Melton, and been the first known woman to
Donne Quertermous visited Mr. wear a chignon. It always seemMrs. Ritta Hearod.
Mrs. Ray Blackburn and Mrs. and Mrs. Rufus Atkins and Mr. ed a wonderful way to snare a
Malcolm Blackburn entertained and Mrs. Steve Jones in Murray main, because French women of
the Ladies Aid of the Cumberland Saturday.
the 17th century.called this beauW. M. Young spent the weekend ty accessory a "cache folie" or
Presbyterian church Thursday
night at the home of Mrs. Ray in Lexington as guest of his "hide a folly." Such sirens as
daughter, Mrs. Alvin Trigg and Madame du Barr y, Madame
Blackburn.
Mrs. Florence Parr, Mrs. Cecil family. He was accompanied home Pompadour a n d Madame &seamier were not above hiding a
Brasher and Miss Imogene Wig- by Mrs. Young.
gmton, accompanied by Joe ConMrs. Byrd Guess, who spent poor nape line by an array of hair.
Hair coloring, now done by an
way, attended Western Kentucky last week at her home here, was
Presbyterial held at the Central removed to the Jennie Stuart hos- enthusiastic 45 per cent of the naPresbyterian church in Owens- pital in Hopkinsville again Fri- tion's women, intrigued women
day for continued treatment for from the earliest Egyptian days.
boro Friday.
On the other hand, Cleopatra had
Mrs. Ina Butler and Mr. J. E. an asthmatic condition.
Opl. Frank Harmon, Ft. Knox, 40 or more wigs made up in her
Hillyard attended Sunday night
services at the Central Presbyter- spent a few days last week with favorite shades. No one knows
which color caused March Anhis mother, Mrs. Ed Harmon.
ian church in Princeton.
tony to take Egyptian leave from
Kenneth Montgomery of the U. Mrs. Jimmie Kun.neeke and son,
his regiment.
S. Navy is visiting his mother, Michael of Calvert City, were
Belles of the Renaissance perMrs. V. E. Coleman, and Mr. guests during the week of her
iod, struck by the brilliant red in
parents. Mr :ind Mrs. Cecil
Coleman.
Titian's paintings ,emulated the
Rev. Ray Wigginton left Mon- Brasher.
color by soaking their hair in soda
Mr. Ray Stephenson has return- and srreading
day tor Birmingham. Ala., where
it out over the
he will conduct a 10-day revival. ed to his home in Illinois after a broad rim of a crownless
hct to
dry in t:ie sun.
Patron saints of today's Broadway shoe girls might be two
Parisians--Leon Hugo and E. H.
Thiellay—who, in 1887 discovered
the miraculous bleaching qualities of peroxide, something most
show girls find indispensible.
During the time that Donu Edmond, inventor of a new hair dye
process (Tintair) was called in to
beautify the late Queen Marie of
Roumania, she would went him
to help her decide whether she
should be a red-head, blonde or

I) Clip the coupon from McCall's, or
pick one up from our nearest office. Mail
it to McCall's for your complete official
for our four
entry kit. Ask at our offi
nning, lighthelpful booklets on kitchen
ing, and ..orating.
2) When you get your official entry kit,
follow the simple instructions for laying out
your planned kitchen. Choose the appliances
you've always wanted, plan t' iig4sting,t..e
decorations, the panelling.

3) Mail the completed entry to McCall's.
Three competent judges will judge your
entry. After the entries have been judged
in the national contest, your entry will be
set aside for re-judging in the KU-OD contest. If your entry is from one of the Pt
counties served by KU or OD, you ws11 be
eligible for one of the big KU-OD prises.
You will be eligible whether you are
served by these companies, by the KRA,
or by others.

Read deo List 4 Trims Belot*,
SPECIAL AWARDS IN
MtCALL'S FIRST PRIZES
THE ICU-OD CONTEST
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visit with his daughter, Mrs. Talley Baker and Mr. Baker.
Mrs. W. M. Young has returned
from Lexington where she has
spent the past two weeks with her
daughter, son-in-law and new
grandson, Mr. a nd Mrs. Alvin
Trigg and William Robert Trigg.
Rev. Ray Wigginton has concluded a 10-d a y revival in
Greenville, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore, Sr.,
Frankfort, spent the weekend at
their home here. They were called
here by the death of his brother,
Kel Moore.
\ Mrs. Russell Yates has returned
from Dyers hospital in Kuttawa
after an appendectomy operation.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Harper left
Friday for their home in Detroit
after spending several months
here with her mother, Mrs. Florence Parr, and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Floy Winn and little daughter were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Dale in Evansville recently.
- Mr . and Mrs. Allen Fuller,
Madisonville, were Sunday afternoon guests of his mother, Mrs.
Arable Fuller.
Miss Maggie Coleman, Paducah,
spent the weekend with her sisBright.
'Mrs. Carrie Ordway and Mrs.
Wilford Baker attended funeral
services of Mrs. Ina Guess at
Picknerrille church in Livingston
county Monday afternoon. Mrs.
Guess permed away at her home
in Salem Saturday after an illness
of several weeks.
'Mr. ard Mrs. Chester Patton
and children, Evansville, spent
the weekend with her mother,
Mrs. Ruth Dunning, who returned
home with them for a few days.

brunette. After Zdmund ascertained the personality of her dhmer
companion-to-be he would decide
on the color of her hair.
In modern times France has led
the way in its recognition of
the hairdressing arts. A Frenchman named Champagne operated
the first salon devoted to female
beauty in the 17th century.
The first ,guild of ladies' hairdressers was incorporated by royal order in France in 1783. Marcel Crateau, a French barber, devised the world-famous method of
putting an artificial wave in hair.
The process still bears his first
name. Charles Nesslor, a German,
originated the modern mechanical
method of permanent waving, inciting even more women to look
beautiful.
In the 1880's in France the hair

was wound en croquignole
(round a n d round) on cleaned
chicken bones, wrapped in wool
crepe, soaked in concentrated
A British Thermal Unit (BTU)
*ea-water, covered with a thin
layer of clay, and belted in a is about the amount of heat gencylindrical iron, which was held erated by burning all of a woodin the hand. The hair was "well en safety match.

Invites You
To Attend the Spring Showing of New Materials
We Have
Never Before Had Such a Large Offering of Slip Covers and
Drapery Materials and Other Related Items.

Visit us on your next trip to Hopkinsville.

THE DRAPERY SHOP
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/
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NOW
SHOWING
M-O-M's Joyous NEW MUSICAL
romance of a sweet seyenteeii Miss
that's a TECHNICOLOR dream come true!

"Two Weeks With Love" is the kind of picture
that puts a glow in your heart and makes you
feel life is pretty wonderful. We ropiemnend
It to you and your whole faintly.

Extra!

CHAPTER 7
"iNVIS1BLE MONSTER"
MERRIE MELODY CARTOON

SUN. & MON.,APR.29 - 30

IOWcan the West4p
ow
•
A Park Av•nuit gal caught off guard...
a Rodeo champ who mak•s th• most of it!
Go ah•ad....YOU take it from th•r•I

McCREA • HENDRIX
go WILLIAM DE MARELf 'ANDY DEVINE • GIG, PENMAN
NATALIE WOOD • PHILIP OBER • IACK KIRKWOOD V

Added Troab!
3 STOOGES COMEDY
WALT DISNEY CARTOON
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS

T1111 SUMMIT LAUGHS

YOU'LL MIR HAW
Away

JAMES STEWART
ioserunis Irmo

Vs

Extra!

11.04ilf 10041,
COM 1111LtAWAY

Howard W. Blakeslee,
inSherlock Bohm lovers are
of The Associated prik
editor
of
London
terested in news from
the author of twu best sego;
the
on
building
new
plans for a
"
Baker published in Japan in Jamas
traditional site of 221-B
great atomic development. He has
Street. This "home" of the
during prepared a thud book ''n
detective was ,bumbeci out
bomb—for the Japanesernar
Thoughtful buying on the part the war.
rule
of the housewife is' the first
a year in stud.
(By Frank Eck)
In cutting the grocery bill, accordspec"Just a year ago we ran Uncle
New York — Uncle Miltie, the
ing to Miss Florence Imlay,
Garclaimer at
ialist in foods at _the College of
horse almost everybody says "will Miltie in a $7,500
a
was beaten by
Agriculture and Home Economics,
win the Kentucky Derby", could den State. He
from dead
have been claimed for $7,500 a photo after coming
University of Kentucky. A small
out he finished
made on many items will
year ago. Today you couldn't buy last. Next time
saving
claimer. Then
the weekly bill considerJoseph J. Colando's unfashion- third in a $10,000
reduce
including a
ably-homebred bay colt for $200,- he won three straight,
Her suggestions:
ably.
The Complete Outfit
maiden even and two allowance
000.
1. Think through your grocery
races.
the
using
list,
a
make
Dr. Andrew J. Colando, the
needs, then
'We knew we had a good horse
trainer, says his father, a Lodi, N.
local newspaper as a guide to best
first time he won. It was by six
$150,000
down
J., banker, turned
prices.
lengths."
for Uncle Millie last fall.
2. Far a large family, buy foods
Regarding the colt's knee, Doc.
The equine with the TV-spir- Colando said "it's nothing to worin large containers. On a 2-pound
ail's
ed name and the house
jar of one brand of peanut butter,
ry about. It's from strain. He has
knee is a solid favorite for the always had it but he's never takfor example, there is a saving of
Millwork, Hardware, maw
May 5 feature at Churchill en a short stride in his life."
13 cents over the usual ai pound
Venetian Blinds ,ad
per,
can't
you
spring
this
Only
Downs.
jar.
The knee on the right foreleg
the other aceeenorirs
find any betting commissioner is twice the size of the one on
all
in
milk
skim
dried
Use
3.
quoting prices. Not since the Ke- the left. It's only noticeable when
Quick Delivery
cooking or baking. It has the
fauver committee.
the mild-mannered horse with the
same food value as fresh skim
Phone 2061-2
"We gave the horse his name white blaze looks at you head on.
milk, yet costs about 8 cents a
when he was seven months old," Then you can see that he has a
INQUIRE
quart.
says Andy Colando, a pleasant Marty Marion knee.
WE'LL FILLYOUR NEEDS
4. Consider the amount of waste
favolittle man of 29 who used to train
the
down
Since "knock
in a cut of meat before you buy.
trotters at Roosevelt Raceway at rite" has been a regular pastime
Zink, three-year old
ribs of beef are cheaper by
Sharky, the seal, wants to be pals, but Freddie and Errie
Short
N:
INTRODUCTIO
trouhave
always
to
"We
Westibury.
a flipper
with longshot players ever since
view of the introduction. While Sharky reaches out
than rump roast, but
dim
a
pound
take
the
twins,
identical
had
sever- chariot races, the pickers have
ble naming horses. We
a sportsand Errie gets ready to leave. The boys met the seal at
by the serving beface
his
expensive
hides
more
Freddie
"shake",
al rejections from the Jockey been saying that Dr. Colando last
large amount of
(AP Wirephoto)
the
Tex.
of
Dallas,
cause
at
show
man's
Club. One night while watching winter "blistered the horses'
waste.
Milton Berle my dad said: 'Let's knee on suspicion."
$3,000 supplementary entry in the Decade Makes Players
5. Avoid buying quick-cooking
name the horse Uncle Millie.'
"We did it as a precaution," Preakness.
meats and chops. They are more
Teeth
Hen's
As
Scarce
"We didn't know what kind of says the young vet-trainer.
One of the big items in Uncle
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Stewart, of expensive per serving than cuts
(By Syd Kronish)
a horse we had. We had just "When a scar begins to form on
Miltie's favor is that he can carvisited Mr. and Mrs. requiring time to prepare, such as
Dawson,
and
red
fans
use
to
like
I
Baseball
knee
horse's
—
TwinkYork
a
sold Uncle Miltie's dam,
New
ry the Deity weight of 128
one night last picnic harn, heel of the round,
Fralick
Melvin
a
10-year
forms
It
that
me
mercury.
of
alike tell
Mo, for $200. We figured she'd iodide
pounds. He did it last year in the players
rump or pork roast.
we(.
regular
scarce
than
as
the majors are
never produce anything anyway. stronger scar tissue
Wakefield, a test of one mile and men in
fa Use a cheaper grade of canMr. Roy Eden has sold his
teeth.
Her only other get is Hether's scar tissue. We have a sound
hen's
as
he
where
ica,
R
jana sixteenth at
fruit when it is to be used in
ned
will
and
street
Grace
on
• View who has won two or three horse."
Not having _seen any toothy home
has been trgIrrin/ for the big
pies or salads.
to the Dawson road.
move
Uncle Millie will be eligible to
races but still runs in $2,500
investito
decided
I
recently
hens
three-year-old races.
Mrs. Wanda Thurman spent
claimers. And Uncle Miltie's sire, run in the Triple Crown—Deity,
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Moore were
without further
The colt won eight of 14 starts gate the matter
Saturday visiting her mother.
Heather Broom, brings only $300 Preakness and Belmont. He is a
in Louisville last week where Mrs.
and $54,075 as a jevenile in 1950, delay.
daughMrs. Cora McNeeley and
E. A.
The American League R e d ter were weekend guests of Mr. Moore attended the K.
finishing out of the money only
meeting.
inof
treasure
veritable
a
Book,
three times,
and Mrs. George Franklin.
Mrs. Adrian Pool visited Robert
We
When Uncle Millie picked up formation, states that there
Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Bes.hears Powell Saturday.
givhave
who
players
35
$24,050 by winning the Cham- aaileast
have returned home after a few
Mr. Kas Poe is ill at his home.
of their
pagne at Belmont Park last fall, en 10 years (or more)
days in Hot Springs, Arkansas.
Lamb
Hershel
Mrs.
Belmont president and owner of lives to big league competition.
and
Mr.
Copyright on a book can be obBattlefield, George D. Widener, Fourteen others will officially visited Mr. and Mrs. Kas Poe
aained only after it has been pubor
during
ranks
honored
the
join
prehe
as
Colando
said to J. J.
Sunday.
lished. The copyright notice must
at the completion of the '51 seasented him a silver plate:
be printed in the book, two copies
experience
league
major
bined
son.
"Where have you been keeping
DAWSON ROAD
than 10 of which, together with a fee of
more
much
long
a
be
seem
doesn't
wouldn't
years
Ten
Uncle Millie?"
$4 and an application, are sent to
Gates Open 6:30 P. M. -- First Show 7:10 P. M.
"Why, he's been chasing Battle- period for a guy to be working years.
the Register of Copyrights in the
Long
man.
10-year
consider
the
must
you
to
But
Hail
job.
a
at
field," answered papa Colaedo.
Two Shows Each Night
Library of Congress at WashingBut the only time Battlefield, that after a player hits the ripe may he play.
Or should it be asked — how ton. Musical manuscripts may be
two-year-old champion, hung it old age of 30 he is called an old
FR1. & SAT.
copyrighted before publication.
on Uncle Millie was in the Sap- foggie. He loses his speed and much longer can he play?
APR.27 - 28
ling Stakes at 'Monmouth Park. timing—and athletes who lose
John Carroll
And LTM was a fast closing second. their speed and timing also lose
SUN.& MON.
IN
Uncle Millie will be the fourth their 'bread and butter.
The player in the junior circuit
"Uncle" horse to run in the DerAPRIL 29 - 30
by. Uncle Bryn was lath in 1915, with the longest beard and most
Judy Peebles And Her Hammond Organ Will
in 1921 and hash marks is outfielder Wally
eighth
ran
Velo
Uncle
NEWS
&
COMEDY
in 1930 Uncle Luther finished Moses of the Philadelphia AthEntertain Dinner Guests Sunday From . . .
letics.
seventh.
TUES. - WED. - THURS.
Wally
Some observers say that
Hedley Woodhouse, w ho will
• rteguiar savings from income can build a surMAY 1-2-3
prising savings total in a short time . . . parride the homa bred colt, will be first played ball for Washington
2:30
to
12:30
ticularly where dividends are added twice each
in his third straight Denby. Last --George Washington. But really
year. Part of all you earn is yours to keep Now
year he finished 12th aboard he is only a few months shy of
is the time to begin setting aside a specified
Trumpet King, a 106 to 1 shot, and the 40 year marls. He started in
A
For
Night
or
Day
The
Of
Anytime
Stop In
amount of your pay in a Saving Share ac;.-.on..
in 1949 he brought Palestinian organized ball back in 1931 for
here
home third behind Ponder and the Augusta, Ga., club of the Palmetto League.
Meal Or Snack.
Capot.
in
the
men
Ten-year
majors,
If Uncle Millie wins the Derby
punsters say his victory will set like 30-year men in the armed
PRIVATE DINING ROOM AVAILABLE
bloodlines and the stud book back services, are eligible for a penAlso
some 50 years. He is from a $200 sion. A ten-year gent cannot be
mother and a father who earns sent to the minors without his
WILD -LIFE THRILLS!
FOR DINNERS AND PARTIES
only $300 a year. He was bred at consent. The player has the perWALT DISNEY
J. J. Colando's Point-A-View Stud ogative — fifty cent word for
Princeton.
Henrietta
Farm at Yardley, Pa., where an- "Why, you ungrateful stinker"—
,tott
Kentucky '
Hotel Building
other son, Steve Colando, 30, is to make a deal for himself on
the open player market.
the foreman.
The Detroit Tigers have the
"We have 18 broodmares at the
farm," says Dr. Colando. "At Ja- longest list of 10-year men. They
maica we have 15 horses in train- have such illustrious names as
Mat by
ing and 10 men working. Some- Hal Newhouser, Dizzy Trout,
TECHNICOLOR!
times the men give you more Virgil Trucks, Bob Swift, Eddie
aliCtlfett MY*.BM
Lake, Charlie Keller, Gerry Pridtrouble than the horses."
FRI. & SAT.
Dr. Colando is a 1947 graduate dy, Don Kolloway and Plit Mulof the U. of Pennsylvania Veteri- lin.
MAY 4 & 5
The Athletics, in addition to
nary School. Though he has been
training thoroughbreds since 1944 Grandma Moses, have Sam Chaphis only real good horse until man, Pete Suder, Eddie Joost, Elfrg IT/AWA EVERYBODY
ADVANCE-DESIGN TRUCKS
Uncle Miltie came along was Rock mer Valo and Barney McCosky.
The Red Sox are loaded with
Span, a 4-year-old who runs in
handicaps. Before that he trained Buddy Rosar, Lou Boudreau,
RSO
trotters for four years at West- Walt Masterson, Bobby Doerr,
RAY (OWNS • MIKHAIL WIMP
bury, N. Y., and handled trotters Vern Stephen, Ted Williams and
aaa,,e RIME ROM It • la.•Sla, MEW Ora, Inds
Ow* bp (AUTOS I bb.11*
Me BUOUIll
at the Empire City track in Yonk- Dom DiMaggio.
The Senators have Sid Huders in 1943. He won "quite a few
s o n, Al Evans, 'Mickey Vernon
races," as he modestly puts it.
The young trainer thinks Uncle and Mike McCormick.
The champion Yankees list
Miltie will run well even on an
off track despite the fact that Johnny Hopp, Joe DiMaggio,
UM was out of the money in At- Phil Rizzuto, Johnny Mize and
lantic City mud and second in his Tom Ferrick,
7th
&
6th
-MAY
COMING
The Indians claim such old
first start on a sloppy track.
Spencer Tracy & Elizabeth Taylor
The horse loves plain grass, warriors as Bob Feller, Early
his
alfalfa and dandelions, says
Wynn, Birdie Tebbetts and Bob
groom, Joe Kulina. "But he lives Kennedy.
to run."
The Chisox own Phil Masi, Joe
Dobson and Dave Philly.
The St. Louis Browns have no
rConanuation of standard oquipnwent and trim Via.
players approaching the 10-year
trotted Is dapandint on mailability of matoriall
mark. In fact if you lumped all the
players on the Brownie roster—
and they have been getting their
lumps long enough—t heir corn.

Thoughtful Buying
Cuts Grocery BID

Uncle Miltie No Comic
In Eyes Of Horsemen

OA
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A Coat Of Paint
A New Bonnet
Of Roofing
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"Father of the Bride"

Shop For Lawn
Furniture in
Cool Comfort

Cayce-Yost has a complete
selection of Lawn Furniture
Gliders
Umbrellas

Tables

Bambo Furniture
Awnings

Chair pictured only

$4.95

in carton

In Hopkinsville It's

Girtettar

Liability Insurance is a
broad t e r m. There's a
kind for every need and
ihkr agency I a equipped
with the knowledge and
Information to flU your
needs as accurately as a
druggist fills a prescription.

Mu

with these great truck features

GHAT MAIMS NAM=
.wids Ames d eirSie
•fained. Rd PM=
•NNW Near Mee

• New Twin-Action Rear Brakes
prodshP)

• New Dual-Shoe Parking Brake
(1".741,1y

aoal.1.)

• New Torque-Action Brakes
0.•••••••••••••4
• Foot-Operated Parking Brake
(••••• trd,A 3.apead hansaisioa)
•Steering Column Gersten

•Large Door Openings
•Side Doors Held Often by Over.
Cantor Step
•Sturdy Steel Construction
•Unit-Design Sedan
•Plek-Upliedleeediti Flash Sidelines

\

INN

GREAT CAI AND BODY
PEANIEWS

CIENIONTS N
WM MI

•Now VentIpanes hi Cabo
•Flead-Nesided Cab
•Improved Ftell-VANI Cab lad

AN Mel

.8b*""it *iv"effEe
t
"
if
NEVROLET

W. Market St.

•Insulated Panel Seise
•Extne-Sareng Nobs Bodies
•Fall-Widla Oseresi
•Ons-Pleue Feeders
•Ceinierbstansed RINgider-Jes
Heed

(mods& sea 1•••••41 Irmanke•••1
•tte
minieted :1111,4A41116
aft howler ni•4•11)

Canggial

MOW iNSUSANCI SDIVICE
11tilt NNW? • •

7

Greater on-the-job performance
GREAT ENGINE FEATURES
•Teis Bred Engines
•Valve-in-Head Efficiency
•Blue-Flame Combustion
•Power-Jet Carburetor
•Perfected Ceding
•Spool/Med 4-Way Lubrication
•Thentisetalle Hest Control
•Cast May ken Platens

Love Chairs

Wrought Iron Furniture
Porch Rugs

He'll have a lot of backers on
Derby Day. But the millionaires
who have spent millions breeding
the best with the best will have to
be shown. The Derby is a grueling test of one mile and a quarter.

CO.

Phone 3505
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Oliver C. Allcock)
land is suited for cultlw crops?
Leonard, extension consert for Kentucky, says,
not subject to erosion and
which erosion is control.
suitable for row crop.
not InclUde
not be rireeelejliNialis
ice lituniplftee
I, says, "aceording to the
virtment of Agriculture
y

standard* of land classilleei/00,
the above deseraseti land would
be classes I, II and Ill."
LEADERS CONFER
The County Agricultural Council met with the supervisors at
their regular monthly meeting
this week. W. P. Oldham, chairman of the board of supervisors,
presided.
Soil and water conservation activities, appropriate for establishment in March, April, May and
June were discussed by the
group.
Those present were Porter M.
Sell; Donald Roberts, W. P. Oldhistpe poseivieers; R. A. Mabry,
co/41041
Ralph Nelso0,
Extension Forester; Cheri
Hubbard, vocational agricult

Eddy Creek Farmer
Develops Plans Fork
Soil Conservation
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More Beef Cattle Ky. Farm News
On Kentucky farms

Veals are an important source
of income in Grant county, several selling ior $75 to $100 a head.
Farm leaders in Hickman counhatte were 11.4 per cent more
THE FIRST INSECTS
ef cattle on Kentucky farms on ty estimate there-gee around $0,Although fewer insects may be
000 acres of peritianent pasture
iiary 1 this year Then a year seedings
anticipated because of last win
representing every coin!live according to figure's re- munity and neighborhoed in the
ter's severe weather, it es weelie
expect some of them te give timer
d by the U.S. Depart)*
pf county.
ble and M'be •propareff. •' • '' • `t
'it elture.
Tobacco ea
The sptayer and the dustee
is represents
of he popularity in
should be gene over and put M
It spring are Ky.
eat int:reuses of
working condition. The sprayee
said, and comma
ht Ky. 35.
may need a new nozzle disk or a
Ten families in
cent foe the Southtic
new hose, or the tank a bit
South-Central states, s our have completed the
soldering. Perhaps the inaide
vent for the North-Contral Home' Development
the duster may helm got rusty
Western states and te per their farms in coo
for the North-Ati
c reg- the College of Agric
LyieTeeonared, extension conserves
Home Economics, Unl
tioniet; L. W. Murdock, division of
Mal beef cattle ,nembers in Kentucky.
soil and water resources; Norman
In Harlan county, 800
Terry tind Oliver C. Allcock, soil entueky the thee's* this year
were 828,000 headekiid the total were distributed to 4-H clu
conservation service.
for the United Statei was 64,415,- in March, through a, loan rti
EROSION MOTTO
.
W. C. Loudermilk, assistant 000. Kentucky as a state no w possible by the Italian Licnis
chief of the V. S. Soil Conserva- ranks 19th in beef numbers, 15th Club.
tion Service in 1938 and 1939 gave in registered Herefords tad third 6eite,,confederate Homemaker':
See Me at one of the following
in Lyon county will spot 'the following, when invited to in registered Aberdeen-Angus.
places on the dates shown
Dr. W. P. Garrigus, head of sor the cleaning of the B
- ethany
broadcast a talk on soil conservation en Jerusalem in 1939, after Animal Husbandry at the College and Moulton church yards
in
kA I LIFE HARDWARE, PRINCETON, KY.
Agriculture and Home Editions- this year.
— mettle& •an le-month tour of
'at Lexington, noted a growing
)
- —.'
aternArtir-Og,gnat'MA;arld
Mrs. Tag Coele' of Beth
T. R. AKRIDGE, FREDONIA, KY.
ty
the Middle East to study soil ere- interest in cattle in every Keh- has designed and hooked thri s
poreanceleed 40e ineeeese eel; lucky county. Instead of buying rugs since the beginning of its
expensive yearlings and two-year- rug project in the county.
The peiteeiese ole-the fod"ves
gain information f r om arees olds to feed, many farmers now
Five farmers in Taylor count'
w.htre some lands had been gt are developing herds of their own rebuilt their dairy barns in March
through
the
cow-and-calf
plate he to meet Grade A
cultivation for theusands of yeaes
standards.
—that might be of value in he14- said, or eke .investkng i,sf4s4er
The Breekinridge county fair
'
•
S will be held at the ne w -fah
ing solve the soil erosion and laed calves.
While cattle-raising might be grounds in Hardinsburg on Auuse problems of the 'On i ted State..
Some have called It this:
l considered in a beam stage. Dr. gust 23-25.
ELEVENTH COMMANDMENT ' Garrigus thought Kentueky farmIn Warren county, there have
'T Ii 0 g AstIg_ioiierit the ho' ers were in a better position to been 1,648 soil tests made since
earth as ,,, t *faithful 'Stewart, coil- weather a set-back than farmers the soils laboratory started operserving •Os ,iresotieceseend produc- in most states. This is a natural ation two years ago.
tivity filen generatOje to gener4. grass and cattle state, he said, Jimmy Reed, 4-H club member
tion. Thoe shalt
and farmers could make money of Flat Gap in Johnson county,
eguard t
fields front soil erosion, thy. liv- even if cattle prices were to drop. has started 1,000 New Hampshire
ing waters from drying up, thy
chicks in a new brooder house.
forests from desolation, and pre- and rough. and needs lubricating,
Elliott county farmers a r e
tect'thy hills from overgrazing by not with oil, because oil destroys showing interest in strawberry
rubber
the
plunger,
but
with
a
thy herds, that thy deteendants
few cents' worth of powdered growing, 32,000 plants having
: :•ec E )1 their team showed up—but all three drink lots of may have abundance forever. If
been bought in March.
ten Creamery's Hornogeeized Vitamin D
any 'hall fail in this stewarekthip graphite poured into the small
"
Estill, county seed dealers rehole next the plunger handle. The
of the I an d, thy fruitful fields
ported that more than 3,000
high
price
of
new
equipment
shall become sterile stony ground
pounds of alfalfa seed were sold
and wasting gullies, and thy des- makes these -repairs" quite to farmers in the county.
worthwhile.
cendants shall decrease or perish
Rotenone dust, three-fourths
IAL 2063
Hopkinsville Street from off the face of the earth Try a Leader Classified Ad!
per cent or one per cent should
be bought, not the one half per
cent kind that is too weak to do a
job. For wet spraying, Rotenone
concentrate can be had from the
same manufacturer who makes Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
the dust. It is much more economDial 3211
ical to use than dust, and more
thorough, too. Also needed will
be DDT, in both the 50 per cent
wettable kind for making spray,
and in ready-to-use 5 per cent
dust.
The first insect to come will be
Your
the green worm on cabbage. Also,
Headquarters
some cabbage lice and the small
gray beetle that chews out the
For
slip's heart leaves may have come.
Rotenone dust (or spray) stops
all throe, though for the lice, nicoPhone 3226
tine sulfate or stout "tobacco tea" Hopkinsvitle Rd.
Princeton, Ky.
is better, provided the air tempereture is above 60 degrees. •
The next insect doubtless will
Delicious .ind R.
be the black fleabeetle, w h
Refreshing
riddles potato leaves with rriaEy
lolls and
small holes. White This damage
D elic
is seridisethroughout the crop's
SERVE
For guests, it's there to bid
eille it may be severe in the early stages, just at emergence of
&KZ
a refreshing welcome. For
the sprouts.
Spray made of two level tabletreat.,
always
a
is
Coke
family
the
spoons of 50 per cent DDT per
gallon of water may be used, or
IIOTTIED UNDER ALPINOPITY Of ME COCA COLA COMPANY BY
dust of five per cent strength in
HOPRINSVDLLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
three applications: (1) when the
01551,Th. Cato-Ca. Camps.,
potatoes are all up; (2) 10 days
later, and (3) in 10 days again.
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture'and
Home Economics

4

EED CORN Now

community, likes am-ices lespedeMr. Sigler and Mr. Jackson dera His first seeding was made in cided
sow sericea after seeing
he spring of 1950 as part of his
sericea hay on disrialiikonseva
oved
e pfuricetitliim
platn.g.a because
soil conservation dieth leaves grow el oat' to the
ea Will grow on thin land,
ground",
Mr. Gray said. "It makes It will last longer than alfalfa on
ti
goodhay. I am sowing 90 pounds
soils in Caldwell
more seed this spring," he con- ;stony of the
county. It is a soil builder and
K. N. Sigler, of the Liberty may be used for hay or pasture.
• • •
community, is sowing 100 pounds
' Maurice Humphrey, Dan Amos
of serieea seed this month.
Clifton Jackson, of the Hall and Oliver C. Alicuck attended a
community, is seeding 75 pounds meeting of SC.'S personnel at Mayof lespedeza.
field thie week.

By Oliver C. Allcock
(Sell Coneetvation Service)
"The.land must be protected
from erosion for the next generation", said J. G. Drennan of the
Eddy Creek community.
Mr. Drennan and the Soil Conservation Service technician developed a soil and water conservation plan for his farm this week.
How To Get Positive Quick Relief
Settle of the practices Mr. DrenFrom Stomach Trouble With The NEW
nan expects to establish in his
HARVEY STOMACH TREATMENT
long time plan are improved pastures, sod waterways, draintige of
It is made up of four different medicines. One of the
bottom land and terraces. A pond
main ingredients is belladonna.
alto is to be built.
We guarantee this wonderful medicine to relieve ulcer
,
• • •
' pain, and that acid, gassy, belchy, nervous and lack of pep
George r. Vinsen, of the Farmfeelieg. Compare its price with other stomach preparations.
ereville community, plans to use
Many testimonials come into our office telling of the
tile drainage on part of his botblessed relief that users have obtained. They have also
tom land this spring.
found Harvey Tablets have relieved Gall Bladdv Trouble.
'Mr. Vinson end the SOS techniStert this heatinent today. Sold only at—
ciin Inge* t
istit'veys
last week..
el'oes'il ink sligull
Lewis Gray, of titueEddy Creek.

HEAR ROTARY CLUB BROADCAST
STATION WPKY
AT 3:30 P. M. - TUESDAY, MAY 8

A REAL FOOD FREEZER! A BIG REFRIGERATOR!
RV/be/00 Af16WEl1e MON
!
THE FREEZER
is a separate compartment with a separate
door. Holds up to 70 pounds of food.

THE REFRIGERATOR
is a separate compartment with a separate
door. Never needs defrosting! Really escitins features.

MAGNETIC DOORS
seal ?negeeikaily1 No latches! No slamming! Lower door opens at touch of
foot pedal!

0.E DEPENDABILITY
means your real nioney's worth.
More than 2,700,000 General
Electric Refrigerators have been
is use for 10 years er 'king&

Prescriptions A
Specialty

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

Ferguson Tractors

MODEL NHX-10

10.2-cubic-foot

REFRIGERATOR
FOOD FREEZER
COMBINATION
only $349

Authorized Dealer
PER WEEK

GENERAL

after down paymtint

ELECTRIC

REFRIGERATORS
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Engagement Announced
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Baker, of
Fredonia, announce the engagement of their daughter, Edna,
to Mr. Palmer Stanley, Jr., son
of Mrs. Palmer Stanley, of Grayville, Illinois. The wedding is to
take 'place in the early fall.

Pollyanna Class Meets
With Mrs. John Nation
The Pollyanna Sunday School
class of the First Baptist Church
met Tuesday evening, April 16, at
the home of Mrs. John Nation,
East Main street. The meeting was
opened with roll call and each
enember responded with a scripture verse. After the business session the story of the class song,
"Blest Be the Tie", was given.
Also a discussion was given on
how to visit in the home of prospective members.
After the program ine hostess
served refreshments to Mesdames
Burhl Hollcnvell, Billy McElroy,
John Hopper, Logan Hyde, J. S.
Pilaute, Leon Cummins, Hollis
Scott, Oscar George, Roy Horning,
Robert Morse, Robert Simpson,
Mitchell Rowland, Brad Lacy,
Marshall Ethridge, Lyle Yowell,
Charles McLin, Ira Murray, Virginia Brown, Nellie Ruth Johnson, and Miss Elaine Morris.

Princeton Country Club
Bridge Group Meets
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Mrs. Joseph Loftus a n d Mrs.
Mrs. Curtis Coleman were coho teases to 16 members of the
Princeton Golf and Copntry Club
Ladies' Day Bridge Club Wednesday afternoon, April 18.
Prizes were awarded to Mrs.
Mary Florence Mason and Mrs.
James Shrewsbury.

Christian Church Group
Attends Sturgis Meet

Mrs. W.G. McConnell
Entertains Bridge Club

Twenty-eight young people of
the Christian Church attended the
Spring Roundup of the northwest
and southwest area, Christian
Young People, in Sturgis, April
15.
Miss Norma Sue•Cartwright, of
Princeton, was asked to serve as
student counselor at young people's conference which will meet
at Kuttawa Springs June 3-9, and
to be counselor at Chi-Rho, June
18-23. Miss Cartwright graduated
from young people's conference
laet June and has had four years
of conference experience and
three years of Chi-Rho experience. Last year she was Chi-Rho
counselor and for two years she
has served as chairman of the
Christian Youth Council of
Churches in Princeton.

Mrs. William G. McConnell entertained the Tuesday Afternoon
Bridge Club, April 24, at her
home on Route 3.
Prizes were awarded to Mrs.
Allan Murphey, M r s. James
Shrewsbury and Mrs. William
McElroy,
The club presented Mrs. Harry
Joiner, Jr., with a going away
gift.
A dessert course was served to
Mesdames James Landes, James
Shrewlbury, R. G. Morgan, William McElroy, Harry Joiner, Jr.,
Gordon Lisanby and Allan Murphey.

Mrs. Catlett To Review
Book At UDC Silver Tea
"Jerusalem Calling", one of the
most recent books, will be reviewed bya Mrs. Dolly Catlett at
the Annual Silver Tea given by
the Tom Johnson Chapter, United
Daughters of the Confederacy,
Thursday evening, April 26, at
7:30 o'clock, at the George Coon
Library.
The author of "Jerusalem Calling", Pierre Van Passou, is a native of Holland and is called by
some a modern prophet. His book
contains not only history, but a
most interesting story of the
, .
Israelites.
A musical program Will be
presented under the direction of
Mr. Harry Long.
The public is invited.

.FAIMIOUS NAME!
SUPER SIZE!
LOW PRICE!
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
Refrigerators
Tears Aimed!
Now, get everything yogi
WWII in year refrigerator!
Outstanding guality,andur.
lug performance,assured by
InternationatHarvester.Big
family capacity in this huge
9.5 cu, ft. size!

ursinee4ai
kUK
-Ks*ts Yew Rd.,
Ilachuive Choice of wok
beautiful, decorum. Done
Handle Calors—as amid'
your kindsea color Weems&

Miss Jo Ann Watson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Watson, has
been chosen house president for
Beta Lambda Chapter of Kappa
Delta. She is a junior home economics major at Georgetown,
Kentucky. Jo Ann is a circle leader. for Y. W. A., treasurer of the
Woman's Self Governing Board,
and a member of the Sociology
Club, Home Economics Club,
French Club, the Y. W. A. Council, and t h e Greater B. S. U.
Council. She is the past *octal
service chairman for Kappa
Delta,

Donaldson Church
Brotherhood Meets
Sixty men attended the regular meeting of the Brotherhood of
Donaldson Baptist Church on
Monday, April 2.
There were several visitors, including members from White
Sulphur Church Brotherhood,
their pastor Rev. Shirley DeBell,
and the assisting evangelist, Rev.
Pat McHaffey.
After the devotional, conducted
by Rev. McHaffey, a lunch was
served by members 01 the Y.W.A.
The meeting adjourned at seven
o'clock and most of those present
attended the revival service conducted by the pastor, Rev. W. B.
Ladd.

Mrs. Gordon To Present
Her Pupils In Recital
Mrs. Robert Gordon will present her expression pupils in a recital Friday, Apr ii 27, at 7:30
o'clock, at the George Coon Library.
Those participating in the recital will be Mitchell Rowland,
Harriet Morgan, Tom Giannini,
Betty Lou Cash, Jayne Young,
Sharon Cameron, and Edwin Williamson.
Miss Nancy Ann Cardin, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Cardin,
became the bride of Mr. Robert Edgar Osborne, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Edgar Osborne, of Louisville, at 3 p. m., Sunday, April
Entertains Bridge Club
15, at the Ogden Memorial Methodist Church. The Rev. J. F.
Mrs Craddock Jaggers enter- Callender officiated.
tained her bridge club Friday
evening, April 19, at 7:30 o'clock, Intown Homemakers
at her home on Eddyville road.
Club Is Organized
Prizes were awarded to Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Willingham,
The Intown Homemakers Club,
Joseph Loftus, Mrs. Billy McCassponsored by the Eddyville Road Memphis, spent the weekend with
lin, and Mrs. Robert Kevil.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Groom and
A dessert course was served to Homemakers Club, held its first
family, North Harrison street.
Mesdames James W. Walker, meeting Tuesday, April 13, at the
Mrs. Willingham remained for an
Madie Jones, Joseph Loftus, Mau- home of Mrs. Stanley Sharp, Hopextended visit of several days.
rice Humphrey, Mary Elizabeth kinsville street.
Mr. and Mrs. Hamer Brelsford,
Mrs. Gordon Lisanby presided
Kirkman, Bill Childress, Billy
MeCaslin, Cooper Crider, Jack over the meeting and introduced Mr. and Mrs. John Walker BrelsCrider and E. L. Williamson. Vis- Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, president of ford and two children, Memphis,
iors were Mesdames W. C. Hay- the Eddyville Road Hornernakers, spent the weekend with Mrs. Ida
den, Curtis Coleman, Robert Key- and together with Miss Wilma and Miss Bessie Brelsford and
ii, William Larkins and Mrs. M. Vandiver, she gave a thorough ex- other relatives in Princeton.
Mrs. John H. Stinebaugh and
G. Williamson, of Gurley, Ala- planation of the Kentucky Federation of Homemakers to inform daughter, Nine Catherine, of Carbama
the new members of the' purpose bondale, Ill., are visiting her parand activities of the club, it is ents, Mr. and Mrs. T. T. Barrett
Ann Randolph Has
reported.
and -Mr. and Mrs. J. S. StineBirthday Party
Those officers elected for this baugh.
1f4rs. Ralph Randolph ether- year were Mrs. Gordon Lisanby,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hutchinson
tamed with a perty Monday, president; Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, and two sons, of Greenville, spent
April 9, at her home on Wash- vice-president, and Mrs. James the weekend with relatives in
Ington sired in,honor of the fifth Walker, secretary and treasurer. Princeton.
birthday of her daughter, Ann Mrs. James Shrewsbury was
Mr, and Mrs. Sam Lacy and
elected recreation chairman and Mrs. J. C. Johnson, of HopkinsRyder Randolph.
Games and refreshments were Mrs. Billy McElroy, publicity. ville; Mr. and Mrs. William
enjoyed by Glenda Morgan Har- chairman.
Thorberg, San Francisco, Califorriet Morgan, Lucy Jane Jaggers, The club will meet on the third nia; Mr. and Mrs. Pete Paniera,
Rosie Mitchell, Lenita Sue Mc- Tuesday in each month at 1:3 Murray; Mrs. Forrest Henderson,
Connell, Kay Blazier, Marilyn o'clock, it was stated.
Cadiz; and Mr. and Mrs. C. S.
Steger, Kathy Shelton, Suzanne
The meeting adjourned to mee Gentry, Dixon, were Sunday
Crider, Virginia Carroll Jones, with Mrs: Hewlett Morgan, Ma guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lucian
Elaine Cairnes, Cary Ellen 15.
Greer and Mr. and Mrs. Byron
Hughey,Betty Pettit, Pat Mahan, The hostess served refresh- Williams.
Betty Mahan and Martha Ann ments to Mesdames Richard Mor
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Flemming
Cash.
gan, Ralph Randolph, James and-Children, Susan and Rick, of
Mrs. Randolph was assisted in Shrewsbury, Frederick Stallins Chicago, Illinois, are visiting Mrs.
entertaining by Mrs. Jack Crider James Landes, Gordon Lisanby Flemming's father, Mr. Herndon
and Miss Kay Crider.
James Walker, Hewlett Morgan Greer, South Jefferson. Also visBilly McElroy, Billy McGann, iting Mr. Greer were Mr. and
Mrs. John Hutcheson and chil- Jack Henry, Alvin Lisanby, Hum Mrs. Frederick Greer and sons of
dren, Chip and Ann. Mrs. Ed- phries and Miss Wilma Vandiver Madisonville.
ward Johnstone and children,
Dr. and Mrs. N. H. Talley were
Miss Milladean Scott and Mrs weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Anne and Bill, and Miss JoAnne
James Hardison and daughter N. H. Talley.
Berry spent three days last week Brenda, of Evansville, were week
Mrs. Ruth 'McGill, of Madisonvisiting relatives in Lexington.
en d guests of relatives an
ville, and Mrs. Albert Henry, of
friends.
ington.
Marion, were Sueday gueits
Mr. and Mrs. Hergchel Stfflhent,
South Jefferson street.
Miss Marilyn Trader, Mr. Joseph Siwinski, Jr., and Mrs.
Joseph Siwinski, Sr., of Chicago,
Illinois, arrived Tuesday. They
are visiting Miss Trader's mother, Mrs. Henry Averdick a nd
family, South Seminary street.
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Williamson,
of Gurley, Alabama, were visitors
in the E. L. Williamson home last
week.
Mr. and Mrs: Harry Joiner, Jr.,
left last Friday for Wisconsin Ind
returned Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Shemwell.
of Paducah, spent Sunday with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie
Cartwright, Hopkinsville street.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jones and
son, Stephen, and Dr. and Mrs.
Robert Gordon and son, Briggs,
spent Sunday in Illinois.
Mr. and Mrs. Eli E. Smith, of
Dallas. Texas, were weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Long and Mrs. Newman.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Brelsford,
of Memphis, spent the weekend
with his mother, Mrs. Ida Brelsford, and other relatives in
Princeton.
Mrs. R. S. Gregory, of Paducah,
spent Wednesday with Mrs. William Larkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dunn and
family, of Morgan avenue, spent
Tuesday in Evansville.

Mr. and Mn. Thams
Homing, Route I, Dattria,00
birth of a daughter, Reim,
April 10.
• •.
Mr. and Mrs Waymen
Cook, Route 2, Graces, 01,
birth of a Ion, Steven
April 18.
—
—
April 15.
Freddie McConnell, son
• • •
and Mrs. Fred McConnell,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bailey ta, Georgia, is spending
Rogers, Route 1, Cobb, on the with his grandparents, Mr
birth of a son, Charles Randall, Mrs. Gordon Bright, lesst
street.
April 12.

Leader Congratulates

Mr. and Mrs, James Edward
%third, Route 2, on the birth of a
daughter, ,Martha Rose, April 17.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Andrew
Newberry, Route 1, Fredonia, on
the birth uf a son, Charles Wayne,
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For sound life insurance consult The C. A,
Woodall Insurance Agency. It may already
later than you think, so why not get a polky
that would take care of you when you get
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Mrs. Craddock Joggers

The Stores of Princeton will close at noon
Thursday, beginning Thursday, May 3.
This closing will continue through the months
of May, June, July and August.
One Drug Store of the city will be open during this period.

Princeton Retail Merchants
Association

SPEC1AL BUY!
RAYON SLIPS

2 for 3.00
Beautiful! They're firs
quality inultifilarnem
crepe trimmed with late
embroidery! Limited caw
tines only! Come'. Pick
several today' White, pr..
or blue. 32 to 4e

Four-leaf-clover
find! Garde -fresh
flowers splashed
across crisp waffle
pique...styled in a
cucumber-cool^sundress with its own
bolero. 12-20.,

lee can taw,
ive tie a cot
Ile detailing
Pectic flopi,

""hod poor,

So cool and Orac.-.
They're perfect-fitting
gore rayons edged with
Stock up NOW' Wtit
pink, blue, or maue. FL
quality, of course.
medium, or large sizes.

SPECIAL OFFER
BOYS'JEANS
Long wearing Sanforized*
denim with yoke back and
snap fastener at waistband.
Button front style with 6
handy pockets. Sizes 4 to
10.
*Shrinkage will not exceed
1%.

He'll wear these all Summer long! Buy now at this
tow price! Solid white,
blue and maize. Small, medium, large.

So Cool and comfor
and ekquisitely daint
They're colorful flat
prints with eyelet, 5
ribbon belts, wide
Finds at it
sleeves.
lucky, low price! Pick
several NOW! 38-48

Mrs. Mabry Entertains
Her Bridge Club Monday
Mrs. R. A. Mabry entertained
her bridge club Monday evening,
April 23, at her home on the Marion road.
Prizes were awarded to Mrs.
William Lynn and Mrs. Bairn
Steger.
A dessert course was served to
Mesdames Willfasti Lynn, K. V.
Bryant, Richard Morgan, Joseph
Weeks' James Roses, Sam Steger,
and Miss Dorothy Wood

J. C. PENNEY CO. INC

rsda ,A.il 2619
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;
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Peoples Rank of Marlon,
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Pump,
say,
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stage
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2
ton
Route 2, Graeey,
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18.
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date of sale.
Mrs. Tratris Sisk resigned as Fluorspar Corporation, Defendant Pump Serial No. NK49, connected
sass as
Ding's,
Separator
—
Magnetic
presided recreational leader of the club
By virtue of a judgment and to 30 H. P. Master Electric Motor,
If, however, any lien holder in
Horner Mitchell
die McConnell,
session where and Mrs. Pepper Jones was ap- order of sale entered by the Cald- Style 108320, Type PA, Frame 365, 12", Type 125 PC, Serial No. this action shall become the pursercit
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es. Fred McConnell
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Crocket
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A
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/
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r
his grandparents, Me
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lesson on sleeves and collart was cause, the undersigned, E. H.
Item No. 8-3" x 4" Gardner- 69-5-20, Serial No. 591838, Amps,
e for theShoulders, clothing
Gordon Bright, Essi
for
Fluordue on the judgment in favor of
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the
Johnstone,
and
Frank
'Mrs.
Burchett
by
given
Guy
Denver Twin Cylinder 5" diem.
announced that tea will Miss Vandiver. Refreshments spar Corporation, will proceed to 6" stroke Plunger Pump, 300 4.6, 3-80-220-440, 1800 RPM, Code all other lien holders having prior
Wednesday,
H—B.
B.
in.
liens, together with the costs of
were served to tne following offer for sale at tht. courthouse RPM '800' head, Morse Silent
weed at 2 p.
When you want to prepare seedbeds quickly at halt the cost,
Homemakers Fash- members:
Sand Pump--2" Canadian Al- this action, said receiver will not
door in Princeton, Caldwell CounGeneral
P.
H.
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drive,
•2, e the
Chain
Ma.
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General
P.
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2
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WyMrs.
Burchett,
Frank
Mrs.
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Electric Motor, Type "K", Code
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Centrifugal Pump
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condition. You can set the depth instantly—with the Finger
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Item No. 13—Three End Dump ft. head, direct connected to: 5 lien adjusted him for so much of
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No.
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Claude
Tip Control of your FERGUSON TRACTOR. When a tire
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Mine Cars, 24"
H. P. Master Electric Co. Motor, the purchase price as may exceed
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Sims
,
4
Valve.
hits reeks or Sher subsurface obstructions, it rides over sad
Item No. 14—Solenoid
when you get old,
Type PA, Serial No. TC 969, the aggregate amount of all prior
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pees were played during
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(not
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total
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Homer Mitchell,
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Johnston, Bryant Sims,
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110' head. (Not found)
144 H. P. Reliance B. B. Gear- purchaser, then the purchaser
Ladd, Robert Chambers, to the
Mine Equipment
Crushing and Washing Plant
head, Type AA, Frame 224, 1800- shall have the privilege of paying
Crawford, Hyland Mitch- Club, Thursday, April 19, at 1:30
Item No. 1—Waste hopper, grizItem No, 1—Jaw Crusher — 430 RPM. Parallel shaft, 3-80-220. such excess amount in cash, or
C. W. Scott, o'clock.
zly and crusher platform.
Lee Mashburn,
Hopper, The devotional and thought for
belt
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therefor, as hereinabove providdriver, 6 V belts "C".
vania Coil Co.
George Martin, the month was given by Mrs. ped with safety device.
it Hartigan,
Lewis. ,
ed.
20 H. P. General Electric Motor,
Reducing Valve.
Claude McConnell, G u y Glover
Item No. 3—Air Compressor—
Phone 3226
Hopkinsville Road
Ray
The business seiiiim was led by
Type, Serial No., 3-60Power Plant
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, said
907
•ders, Charles Geiger,
Chicago-Pneumatic, 10" bore, 12" 875 RPM,
the president, Mrs. K. 'I'. Vick. stroke, 100 lb. pressure, 200 cu. 220.
No. 1—Caterpillar Diesel receiver has hereunto set his hand
Item
Robbie
Misses
and
Meta
Igt
PRINCETON,
made plans to
Item No. 2—Log Washer, Bury Electric Generator, Model D- this the 7th day of April, 1951
Irene Mashburn, Dorothy Several members
ft. per min. V belt drive, Serial
attend the District Homemakers No. 10296, 35 H. P. General Elec- & Clemens 48" x 15', two 20" steel -0000, 132 H. P., 8" stroke, 5%
and Bobbie Martin,
E H. JOHNSTONE, Receiver,
Bonnie, bone, 8 cylinder, 900 RPM, Full
Fluorspar Corporation, Caldwell
tric Motor, 870 RPM, 3-80-2.90. logs, Goodrieh Rubber
load, Serial No. 39648SP, directly
25 RPM Spur Gears, No.
Circuit Court, Princeton, KenSerial No. 592321.
13-1 Reduc- connected to Caterpillar Self Reg. tucky.
41-3tc
Item No. 4—Air Receiver, 36" x American Pulley Co.,
10 H. P. Motor. Generator, Type ALT, Frame
belts,
V
"B"
6
er,
80", 150 cu. ft.
Kee-Notch
Serial No. 305719, 1800 RPM 2-60- 1309C13, Form A, KVA 106, KW CORRECTION
VfITN A Tit
1.WAY COLLAR
85, P. F. 8, 50 rise continuous,
220.
SPEAKS AT MARION
Mr. and Mrs. N. G. Williams
Item No. 3—Bucket Elevator — Amps 330 3-60-200, No 90KH62 were reported as grandparents of
Mrs. C. B. Meadows, of the
Co., 28' x 13" x 48" Steel Exciter volts 125, Amps 12, Louis Byron Greer Williams in last
Child Welfare Department, spoke F. Lintz
Casing—Top take up. Platform 3 Allis Co.
week's issue of The Leader. The
to the American Legion at MarItem No. 2—Caterpillar Diesel name should have been Mr. and
S. Motor Co. gear motor,
ion, Tuesday night on "Child Wel- H. P. U.
INN
45 RPM, 37.8 rating, Type GD, Electric Generator, Model P- M s. Dempsey Williams.
fare Services."
Frame 224-4-30, Code G, Serial 4600, 86.5 H. P., 4% bore, 544
No. 481923, 8.6 amps, 3-80-220-440, stroke, 6 cylinder, 1200 RPM, Mr. George H. Collins, of LouisREV. AND MRS. SHULTZ ILL
1800 RPM.
Serial No. IF 8870, Power Unit ville, is a guest in the home of
Rev. 0. M. Shultz has been serMr. and Mrs. James Shrewsbury
litem No. 4—Vibrating Screen No.'1S5016 SP. (Not found.)
iously ill at his home, 408 Hop- 2' x 4' penver Dillon 1 H. P. MoItem No. 3—Generator, 31-25 and son, Lee, South Jefferson
kipsville street, since Saturday tor.
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Item No. 5—Vibrating Screen 3' 3 Phase, 60 Cycle, 1200 RPM, Eximnroved Wednesday. Mrs. Shultz x 6'—R. L. Johnstone Co., 10 mesh amps 10, ex-volts 125, Serial No. There are now some 40 or 50
has been confined to her bed since screen, Single deck, Type Serial 1S8C5074, Control Panel CG2, branches of the Baker Street IrTof!sday night with a cold.
regulars in the United States.
15842. (Not found.)
No.
The undersigned will first sell Bearing names associated with the
Vibrator, 8 Spr a y Nozzles,
meeting, April 25, at Henderson.
1.5 H. P. Westing- the items listed in Group I, and Sherlock Holmes adventures,their
Miss Vandiver led the discus- Screen Hopper,
224, Serial then sell the items listed in Group members meet once a year to
Frame
Motor,
house
sion on planning the program for
and
keep green the name of the great
1168726.5.8 amps,
Style
94644,
No.
next year. She also urged each
1160
sale will be made on a detective.
3-60-220-440,
The
bearing,
ball
member to have her chest finishRPM.
ed and wear it to the tea which
Item No. 6—Bucket Elevator —
will be held May 2.
Bury & Clements, 28' x 48" x 13"
its,1
Mrs. Fred Nichols and Mrs. 5 H. P. Master Gear Motor, 48
Dennis Marvel gave the major RPM, Frame 1123 ON, Style
lesson on sewing. It consisted of 25377, Serial No. FL. 3943, 3-60all the finishing touches includ- 220 1725 RPM (Motor not found.)
ing zippers, hems, covering butItem No. 7—Crude Ore Bin—F.
SPECIAL BUY!
tons and buckles.
Lintz Co.-100 Ton Capacity. led
was
The recreation period
RAYON SLIPS
Heavy Media Separation Plant.
by Mrs. Glover Lewis.
Heavy-Media Separating Cone,
Two new members added this 5' chain, Acme Industrial EquipJeff Glass and ment Co., 3 H. P. Master Gear
Mrs.
were
month
utiful! They're Ii rat
Mrs. Bill Hogan. Other members Motor 5 RPM, Type PA, Frame
lity multifilament rays
present were Mesdames George 284, RC, Style 127981, Serial No.
trimmed with Ise a
Stephens, Verdie Creelunur, Clyde RH469.
qua*
Limited
r 406
broidery!
Clayton, Ed Darnell, W. B. RogR.
Vibrating Screen, 3' x 16'
es only! Conte! Picks
ers, Fred Nichols, Jack Nichols, L. Johnstone Co., Single Deck,
eral today! What', phlk
B i II Palmer, Dennis . Marvel, Divided longitudionally to separblue 32 to 40
Glover Lewis, Hyla Mohon. R. G. ate sink and float products, ViMcClelland, Charlie Tandy, Lem- brator
T3rP
ah Hopper and Fred Watson.
-12 Spray
Serial No.,
Visitors present were Mrs. J. J. Nozzles, 3 H. P. Balder Motor.,
Rosenthal and Miss Wilma Van- Frame 27/12, Serial No. P 14820,
9.8 amps, 3-60-220-440, 1140 RPM,
Thre next meeting will be held B. B. screen hopper and medium
dive
r
with
17
Mrs.
May
at 1:30 p. m.
storage tank equipped with adClyde Clayton as hostess.
justable diverting plate.
Pump--3" Wemco. 20 H.
4 7 P.Sand
1'
Formersville
Westinghouse Motor, 220-440
The Farmersville Homemakeib volts, 1800 RPM.
Belt Conveyor,80' x 18", 2 H. P.
Club met on Wednesday, April
18, in the home of Mrs. Luke Ray. General Electric Motor, Model
10¢ Coupon
5¢ Coupon
s-44-.Au4
Mrs. Pat Tyne demonstrated 3K124D10, Type K, 1733 RPM,
GUARANTEED WASHABLE
methods of making belts, buttons, 220-440 volts, 3 Phase, 60 cycle,
Rddeetnable
Redeemable
putting a zipper and hem in a Serial No. LK 15086. (Not found.)
On
On
Bucket Elevator, 35' x 10" x 28"
dress to the six members attendAny
steel casing. 2 HP U. S. Motor Co.
Purchase
p.
ing the meeting.
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Learn WHY Owners Say
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FERGUSON TILLER

RANCE

H. C. P'POOL
TRACTOR & IMPLEMENT CO.

rance Agency

SALE

NNIVERSA

200 yds. DRAPERY MATERIAL
36" Wide .

AY

Colorful Patterns

590 Per Yd.
Values to $1.95

-

75 Pair

TAILORED CURTAINS
KITCHEN CURTAINS

$1.49 & $1.98

C. A. WOODALL

REAL ESTATE & INS. AGENCY
Consult Us If You Are In the
Market For A Farm, House
And Lot.

2 for 3.00

•

-

cool and P
cy're perfect-fitting f
ore rayons edged with .
tock up NOW!
k, blue, or maize.
uality, of course.
edium, or large sizes

CAMPUS SOLID COLOR

PRINTED COTTON
BATISTE GOWNS

1.44
• Cool and coinfor
nd ekquisitely d 5'
're colorful Oars
rints with eyelet!
ibbon belts, wide ,
Finds at
leeves.
k
ucky, low price! Pic
.
8
38-4
NOW!
veral

VENETIANS
idths
8 to 36
ERSARY SAVING
PAY MORE?

.INC

Yoa can launder this fine quality rayon gabardine stsiee
au like a cotton shirt (shrinks less than 2%). Note the
fins detailing —hand-picked style 3-woy collar and
Pocket floes adjustable cuffs, pleated sleeve and bock,
smoked peach buttons. In a wide range of mew Foil 1004111.'

al

WE ALSO HAVE CAMPUS

SHIRTS & SPORT JACKETS

.00

•Na
u."

=Ina

44)

SPORT SHIRTS and JACKETS
$1.95 to $4.95

INKEL'S
%111 STORE
'Where Your $$ Hcrre Mot* Citate

*

•

foded

You hive •lot of money invested in farm
•
• machinery. We Want you to know that one
of the most important things in our business is helping you to protect and get the most out of your investment. To do this we offer you
IH 5-Star Service. Our 1H 5-Star Service gives you 5-Way protection of your investment. makes your farm machines last longer.
Here are the five unions why:(1)We Have IH-Trained Servicemen.
(2) We the 04-Approved Equipment. (3) Our Service Work is of
Blue Ribbon Quality. (4) We Use IH Precision Parts. (5) We
Check and Inspect Your Farm Machines Without Charge. See us
today and ahraya for LH SStar Service.
Sincerely your.,

•••••
5-1ITAIR

soma
;Atka141*
*100.44tefe4
COLEMAN-DUNN CO.
W. Main

Phone 2095

20¢ Coupon
Redeemable
On
Any Purchase
of

$1.00

10¢ Coupon
Redeemable
On
Any Purchase
of

These Bargains Will
Make You Shout!

2Sc

Aft

50c

f
Begins Thursday, April 26
Ends Wednesday, May 2

5¢ Coupon
Redeemable
On
Any Purchase
of

FOR SOME MONEY-SAVING
TALK

BOYS'

YOUNG MEN'S NATIVE TROPICAL
& HAWAIIAN PRINTS IN WASHABLE RAYON. You Must See
These.

25c

(to-Ap/f/11/.114-

$4.95 to $9.95

$2.95

of

of

_

IAK

FREDONIA,KY

COUPON SALE
AT
PURRS

Gabardine Sport Shirt

1.00

Scum Jtuvrvilun'

1141111
:

SPORT SHIRTS $350

SPECIAL
FEATURE! RAYON
HALF SUPS-

Values to $3.95

50c

eSAYING
SUPApA

20¢ Coupon
Redeemable
On
Any Purchase
of

IS
PURD
For the Latest in Fashions

$1.00

BUY YOUR SUMMER NEEDS NOW - - LET THE COUPONS HELP PAY

$5.00 Coupon
Redeemable
On
Any Purchase
of

$25.00

30¢ Coupon
Redeemable
On
Any Purchase
of

$1.50
30¢ Coupon
Redeemable
On
Any Purchase
of
$1.50

$2.00 Coupon
Redeemable
On
Any Purchase
of

$1.50 Coupon
Redeemable
On
Any Purchase
of

$1.00 Coupon
Redeemable
On
Any Purchase
of

75¢ Coupon
Redeemable
On
Any Purchase
of

50¢ Coupon
Redeemable
On
Any Purchase
of

$10.00

$7.50

$5.00

$3.75

$230

Thursdo
•
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Roth, J. if. Threlkeld, conductors
Mass at 8 o'clock.
31, 144..11e George Or- and F. R. Pickering, engine foreHoly Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
man, 1 year each.
Rev. William Borntraeger is son Eldred, one of Princeton's
•
was a
citizens,
young
ing
outstand
Richard
Rev.
the
and
pastor
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Dr. and Mrs. I.
students
1934.
of
27,
the
class
of
Feb.
member
pastor.
assistant
Clements is
at 'the mid-year commencement Z. Barber returned Thursday
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
exercises of the University of from a visit of three weeks in
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
Florida.
Kea tucky. ,
• • •
Sunday School every Sunday
• 41),
afternoon at 2:30
Feb. 27, 1934. Mr. and Mrs. John
Feb. 6, 1934. Caldwell and Lyon
Preaching every second and county tobacco growers are to re- McLin and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
fourth Sunday afternoons at ceive over $00,000 to be paid on Elder left Sunday for an automo2:30.
their 1931-1932 crops. Marc Cun- bile tour of Florida.
• • •
Prayer meeting every Satur- ningham is a very busy m an
day at 7:30 p.
Feb. 27, 1934. George H. Stephhandling details of the payment.
ens, who is attending school at
• • •
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Feb. 9, 1934. A movement now Western State College, Went the
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett, pastor
y to secure a new court weekend with his parents.
Radio Service, Sunday at 7:30 underwa
house, jail and city hall combina. TM
193A. Almost 900 lied at the present city hall site is
March 2,'
Sunday School-9:45 a. m.
stic approv- cense tags have been issued this
enthusui
with
meeting
m.
a.
11
Morning Worship
al from all sides. City and county far in 1934, according to County
Training Union-6 p. m.
Court Clerk Virgil E. Coleman,
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
who says this compares with a
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, Training Union 630 p.
total of 1181 for all of 1933. Truck
p.m.
Prayer service Wed. 700 p. in.
licenses are lagging with only 16
purchased, 130 being bought in
FREDONIA CUMBERLAND
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
1933
Old Madisonville Road, Rev PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Pastor
Mrs. Maude Turner, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6:15 p. /2112rd
Morning Worship 11:00 11,-In,
•
Preaching each first and
Young People's Service COO
Sunday, 11 00 a. zn.
p.111.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m.
Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
prayer
Wednesday evening
FREDONIA FIRST
, (By Dr. W. L. (..eih)
'service 7:00 p.m.
PRESBYTERIAN'
Whaspjap cough and inme
Sunday School 10:00 a.
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
the other common communicable
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p.
Ralph McConnell, pastor
di ses usually reach their peak
Preaching services every secarly spring. The high inciOF CHRIST
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m. CHURCH
of these diseases points up
Street
Locust
West
202
and 7:30 P. m.
1 "Seed for all parents to make
Minister
Cook,
Lige
Prayermeeting every ThurssirciAhat their children are propBible study Sunday, 10:00 esti.
day night at 7 p. m.
erly protected. Delay may be
on
each
communi
Preaching and,
Sunday school every Sunday
Sunday, 11:00 a. rn •
morning at 10 a. na
totratinls.:tion shatild begin at
Evening service 7:00 P, m.
Training Union 6f30 p. m.
an early age. It is believed best
Bible study, Wed 7:00 p. m
to comp/etc the baby's immuniCUMBERLAND
zation, including smallpox, during
MIDWAY BAPTIST
PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. 0. G. Priddy, Pastor
the first six months. This early
minister
W. H. Tallent,
Servicee 'every Sunday
immunization should then be folSunday School, 9:45 a. m.
School 10:00 a. m.
Sunday
lowed by booster doses at twoMorning Worship, 11 a. m.
g 11:00 a. m.
Preachin
year intervals and on into young
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
6:00 p. m.
Union
d.
Training
adulthoo
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
Many physicians administer a
Evening service 7:00 p. m.
Prayer meeting every Wednes_
triple vaccine which protects the
day at 7:45 p. m., followed by EDDY CREEK BAPTIST
child from whooping cough, tetachoir rehearsal.
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
nus and diphtheria, More th an
Preaching each first and third
any other factor, immunization
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
7:15p.m.
epd
a.m.
1100
Sunday,
programs have contributed to the
!Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
Sunday,. School el./cry Sunday decline of such diseaaes.
Services every second Saturday
10:00 a.'in.
Although more and more parnight, at 7:30 pm., and Sunday
Prayer meeting each Wednes- ents realize the importance of
at 11 a. m.
day preceding first and third Sunimm ization, many more
Sunday School at 10 a.m, and
to have their chil'• brie male
services on fourth Sunday at 11 BLUE SPRING BAPTIST
. Immunizations
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
Rev. Wade Cunningham, Pastor dren i
Services every Sunday, 11:00 are available to all, either from
DONALDSON BAPTIST
the
a. Iti:stki 700 p. in,
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Sunday School every Sunday at the C
Sunday School, 10 a. m.
par tniett.
10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship, 11 a.:m.
ty
e
Al!" a vai
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. m. 'Prayer set vier, Wednesday, health
aeparlmen Sr opiFSf a
m.
p.
7:00
)
Sundays
rth
(Second-Fou
e Prevention and
before paraphletion
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m. Services each Saturday
municable Dissecond Sunday, 2:30 p. in.
k contains a
FREDONIA PENTECOSTAL
CRESWEL•L BA
the various
Rev. Opal Miller, pastor
Rev. likrliert
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Sunday S
WHITE SULPHUR
Preach
Trip
ged Car Tok
Rev. Shirley Defien, Minister
a. m.
Sunday School-10:00 a. m.
'
Prayer
Lane
Down Memor
Morning Service—II:00 a. m. P. tn.
F. Hielacher
Mr. and Mrs.
St.
Training Union-6:30 p. m.
have a Sate 'on June 1
GENERM. HAPUAIF
were
Pattk, thedatgn/Jtlingulit
Evening Service-4A0 p. m.
Rev, Carroll "arbrotigh, Pastor
are
age.- Th
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday- Sunday School every Sunday, martiid BO
sure their 30-year-old Model T
7:00 n so
9:45 a. m.
will get them they on their trip
Attend the church where you
Worship Service every Sunday,
from Seattle, They are going the
will receive a cordial welcome.
rn.
7:
and
p.
11:00 a. m.
long way round, down the west
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:30 coast and over to New
SECOND BAPTIST
Orleans,
P., m.
Rev. H. D. Knight, pastor
then on for a tour fif taitern
a.
in.
dotes. The Hielschers are *nett 64
Sunday Schott] 9:45
MT.OLIVET(JENERAL
Morning worship 11 a. m.
years old. They habitually drive
BAPTIST
Training Union 8 p. m.
Rev. Claud Threlkeld, Pastor at 25 miles an hour. At that rate
Evening worship 7 p.
Regular services every sebond theft. car has zeofte 151,060 mile*.
When they get to St. Paul they
Wednesday service 7 p. m.
Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a. in., ex- plan to.hglalan reception 4#1111
T
FREDONIA BAPTIS
?1,10
Parig „th4,4Stave sent I
cept second Sunday
Rev. W. B. Watts, Pastor
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at 1:00 p. in. to newt 1,000 of their
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second Sunday.
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Tommy has borrowed Daddy's -basket,
waste
reel, a can from the kitchen
s flower
Mama'
from
s
worm
and a couple of
ng—just
fishi
garden. Now Tommy's going
like Daddy and big brother Bill. imitation.
Children like to grow-up by
any fish,
Even though Tommy won't catch -up fishgrown
it's fun to pretend to be a real
erman.
The counterpart of imitation is
example. That is the blueprint
that Daddy and Mama and big
brother Bill provide for Tommy's
adventure-of growing-up.
But the Church has had a vital
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ALL FOR THE ALL .
CHURCH
The Church is the
greatest

factor on earth for
the building ol
and good citi2ens*.
is a _storehousecharacter
of spiritual
values. Without a
strong Church, neither
democracy nor civilization
can survive. Thers
are-qour sound reasons why
every person
should attend
services
ond support the
Church.
They are: (l)regularif
own sake. (2)
LOT hie
For hi, ahildren's
sake. (3)
sake of his c
ommunity and nation. (4) For the
sake of the Church
itself. 'which needs MeFor Ow
and material
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support. Plan to go to
larly and road
your Bible day. church regu-
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Week in The Princeton Leader As A Public
This Series of Ads is Being Published Each
Service By The Following Business Establishments:
s
I ‘
,
Ic
M & S Motor
Federated Store
Gardner White
Rowland Motor Co. '
Dodge-Plymouth-Sales-Service
Washington & Jefferson
DIAL 3075
vk
Shorn Electric Cortipa4
Dial 3053
113 Market

t.sc,

Dr. C. F. Engelhardt
CHIROPRACTOR
29 Years Successful Praeti
Is rrhletton

Clyde 0. Wood
M.Ibutor of
AETNA PRODUCTS

Steger Lumber Company

Wm. M. Young

•

Western AO° Assoc. Store
JOE P. WILCOX
Dial 3414
1111 W. Main

PRINCETON CREAM &
BUTTER COMPANY

Arnold Ligon Truck Lini ,
Serving Western Keats*,

B.

Allis Clialmer Farm Machinery
FREDONIA, KENTUCKY

Lumber Co.

N. Lusby
132 E MAIN
bidi

,4
t 44
McConnell Electric Co.
245 W. MARKET

DIAL 2091

DIAL 3644

Mitchell Bros. Plumbing
& Heating Company

Brown's Funeral Home
Ambulance Service Any
Hour — Anywhere
DIAL 3320 *

,princeton
l•

TZ-1 L—. Morgan Funer

Cedar Bluff Stone Co., 14:
PRINCETON. KT.

24 Hour

3

Antbula
DIAL

Lumber Co

DIAL

I

NM

t°114nceton Motor Sales

BUICK SAI.ES & SERVict
Dawson Road

Randolph Motors

roan PALES &

SERVi('i
Princeton. Ky.

Prince(on, K
I a!

.0) 11114110-14AM110)
?tr

Inc.

JA:.119051T 31/

J. 0. Breshear
R. F. D. 2

Wadlington Service Sta.
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Dial 2301
Princeton, By.

J. C. Penney Co.,
PRINCETON.

I

t)

Dr. Lyle S. Yowell

"From a splinter to a carload"
PHONE 2061-2062

SALES & SERVICE
Dial 3505

& Impl. Cc
CADILLAC — PONTIA(
ODIC — J. I. CASE
1)1.11 ;lb;
Princeton, Ky.

PRINCETON, KY.

CHIROPRACTOR
E. Malin — Dial 3*15
PRINCETON, RV.

Stevens Chevrolet Co.

ort>4

PRINCETON, KY.

Riley's Better Market
"Stetter Primes —
Heller Products"
DI Al.
WET MAIN

AIM

eteo) tntlitok evott, 14 •J

adaches in Nine Dawson Road
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the ese threo,-not six . .
Crider 11-H Girls
'1 am inclined to agree with
those who feel that the word In Local Style Revue 'if!
Mrs. Elsie McNeeley visited
lti
flsr girls showed the eolftifri
'deaf' is far too loosely used, carMrs. Cora MeNeeley Sunday.
ries outmoded concepts, and that which they had made in 4-H sewMI's. Hester Powell was a visit would be much better to classi- ing projects at the Crider 4-11
itor in the home of Mrs. Jesse
fy hearing loss as mild (30 to 40 Club community style revue on
Walker Sunday.
decibels); moderate to severe (40 April 20 at the Crider School,
Mn. George Powell was in Eyto 70 decibeis)l and profound according to Mrs. Maggie Van (By David Taylor Marke)
Hoiaer, teacher.
(By Carter Davidson)
ansville lust week.
(more than 70 decibels)."
It is an injustice to the child
ris -Two colonels complainMara Fern Wigginton displayOne
hear
child
who
does
not
Mrs.
George
Dunber
is spendwho is hard of hearing and to
ut the coffee within 30 sec- ing a few days
and does not develop language is ed an apron, towel and pot holdin the home of
it
other.
One
said
his
family,
as
well
as
wasteful
each
of
called deaf, he says. Another er; Sara Jane Myers, Patricia RnMr. and Mrs. Robert Hopper.
economically, to wait until he en- child
too strong, the other said it
more advantageously situat- nis and Judy Griffin each wore
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Crowder atters
school
to
find
out
he
has
a
00 weak
ed with the same de'gree of hear- cotton school frocks. Wanda Stone
tended church at the Gospel Temhearing
loss.
If
prevention
and
Italian general said the ple Sunday morning.
ing impairment as the previoue and Naomi Tosh modeled dresstreatment are essential in the
etti Was the WOrat he ever
so-called deaf child can be fitted up dresses.
Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin
school age child they are even with
These girls, along with other
a hearing aid, given audioand Leon Powell spent Sunday in
more important in the preschool
logic and language training and 4-H Club members enrolled in
British Colonel demanded Crittenden county. ,
child, says Dr. Arthur J. Lesser.
be considered educable at school other sewing projects, will comkidneys for breakfaat
Jerry Gray was in Madisonville
Writing in the magazine "Hear- age. He can enter the usual pub- pete in a county wide style reFrench c h et, famous for Saturday.
ing News," Dr. Lesser, who is lic school with perhaps provision vue to be held at Butler High
Margaret Babb visited Wanda
es and sauces, couldn't make
Chief, Program Planning Branch, for continuing part time special School on April 28. Mrs. Harlan
Thurman one day last week.
urgers.
Children's Bureau, Federal Secur- education.
Ennis and Mrs. 3. C. Myers, homee are some of an average ing the some 200 officers
ity Agency, believes the preschool
What we need, concludes Dr. makers from the Crider Club,
from
headaches for MUuni-born
perlocnie the time 'When language Lessing, are parents who can help were leaders for these girls, it
nine countries who aro oss O. is orglielze these offioeriiiito a
'hitehurst, whose job is meas. era!
is developing. It is also the time do something about their chil- was stated.
Dwight D. Eisenhower's staff staff," said one Colonel. "Whitewhen the personality of the adult dren's hearing impairments. For
ht Supreme Headquarters Allied hurst has to feed them."
The program was completed by
is being formed. Impairment of such parents he recommends a Randall Hooks, president of the
Powers in Europe (SHAPE).
The Lieutenant's dining room is
Whitehurst—in the roster he is in the Astoria Hotel for the pres- LOOSE LION RETURNS TO CAGE: A hungry lioness that ca- hearing in these years will, there- booklet published last year by the club, as he led the group in the
IA. James L. Whitehurst, mess of- ent, where SHAPE offices are vorted among movie stars and socialites at Palm Springs, Calif., fore, often have a profound effect University of Illinois, "If Y o u 4-11, pledge and the pledge to
ficer -says he has lots of head- temporarily located. Later, some- trots back into her cage after 16 minutes of freedom. The animal on the child's development affect- have A Deaf Child," as an out- the Americtitt flag.
aches and lots of laughs in his time about June 1, he will move slipped away from her trainer during a birthday party given by ing his language, personality, and standing example of how mothers
job. Most other officers empa- his waiters, cooks and problems Stewart Hopps, New York capitalist, for his wife. Gail Thompson, his relationship with his family." of children with hearing impairPueblo is a Spanish word meanthize with him.
Very often children who hear ment can :be helped.
ing "town" or "village."
to the permanent headquarters commercial photographer, made this picture as the hones; returen"All Gen Eisenhower has to do site being built 10 miles west of ed to her cage while guests who had cornered her stood by. (AP poorly are considered feeblemindWirephoto)
ed. Even if a hearing loss is diag-Paris.
nosed, it is the usual pattern that
He feeds 100 or so officers for
ket.
nothing is done about it until the
LET THE
breakfast, 200 to 250 for lunch
The girls favored the parents
child is of school age when he
and about 150 for dinner. Enlisttreating their coming as a pleasmay enter a State school for the
ed personnel eat in one of two
of your Telephone Directory Help
ant event for the child, thereby
deaf. The importance of these
enlisted men's messes which have
making his adjustment easier.
preschool
years
from
three
to
six
been set up in rented restaurants
CALI,
Problems for all were lessened
caresc efou need PRODUCTS-PRICES
is poorly recognized and undernear headquarters.
MARK CUNNINGHAM,' Agt
Baby sitting arrangements that when the same sitter was called
stood.
Although
they
present
one
SERVICES-ESTIMATES
Caroglete Insurarvc• borvie•
The menus in the officers' are satisfactory for the child, pat- from time to time.
of our greatest opportunities for
III W. 911976/in
mess are a mixture of French, ents and sitter were discussed in
Knowing the location of needed service, more often than not, the
American and British. Says a class of University of Kentucky articles, such as diapers, baby
opportunity is lost by inaction, he
co-eds in home economics, taught food or an extra blanket is imWhitehurst:
says.
"Right now we serve only an by Miss Leora Bentley of the Uni- portant, they found, even to the
Research in recent year s, he
American brealciast of cereals, versity's nursery school staff. location of light switches when
points out, has been successful in
of
had
been
Many
the
students
children
sleep
in
different
rooms.
eggs and the like. But we've got
developing a testing device for
about 50 British officers in here, sitters in their home towns arid A flashlight was appreciated by the
very young child.
In
Lexington.
when
the
electricity
one sitter
and they keep wanting kippers
Says he: "Therefore, there is no
OVER 3,500 CONTRACTS __Ot
The girls agreed that the sitter- went off.
and broiled kidneys for breakfast,
longer any reason, so far as the
so we are going to serve them should feel the responsibility of
How to reach the parents or
WE PAY HIGHESTCASH PRICE FOR DEAD OR
her job, be able to follow direc- doctor in an emergency is neces- knowledge of method is concernvery shortly."
Some of Largest in
ed, to wait until the hearing
Whitehurst learned the restau- tionS, and use good lodgment sary information, all agreed.
DISABLED STOCK. WE MEET ALL COMPETITION.
„e.01‘11.11)1TZ041
handicapped child is of school age
rant business in his native Miami when specific directions have not
The County
The co-ed sitters like to know to do something for him. The time
We operate sanitary trucks that are disinfected
and by running an officers mess been given.
what. privileges are permitted to treat the three-year-old is at
at Fort Myers, Vat, when General
daily. We guarantee good service.
Information about t h e child's them after the children are asleep
Eisenhower wu living there. He routine is invaluable, they said. Points discussed included the use
flew to Paris one day ahead of This included such points as the of the radio, television, books and
Big-Time Professional
"ft,
INSPECTION AND ESTIMATES
the general, and opened his din- child's bedtime, snacks, leaving a magazines.
ing room the next day.
light burning, etc. Knowing cerWrestling
Every Friday
Sitters should have proper reHe recruited Pierre, a noted tain preferences, as a doll or
gard for other people's property,
Night
- - - 8:15
Srench chef who learned his way blanket, is -helpful. One Student
they said, the room being left as Hopkinsville, Ky. - - arouhd
pots
and
pans
in
various
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
said much grief could have been they found it.
In The Armory
Parts hotels, and as a chef in the avoided had she been told the
PHONE Princeton 3698
PHONE 773-W
twat 236
NEW CARD EVERY WEEK
American Embassy here. Pierre child's baby-talk word for :hienSouth America is the original
added five assistants and assorted
BOB LUTTRELL
home of potatoes and quinine, but
kitchen and pantry help.
Promoter
"We had a lot of trouble, at today the center of potato culture
first, getting them to fry eggs and Is northern Europe and Indonesia
NICK GULAS
make other dishes Americans has almost a monopoly on quiMatchmaker
like," recalls Whitehurst.
nine production.
The first month was disastrous,
Whitehurst said the
mess is supposed to operate so
that it just braks even, but prices
had to be kept within reason.
"With Pierre do4ng the buying we
had the fanciest of everything and
went in the hole, Later, we added .
a French navy cook who knew
how to buy for an officers' mess,
and we pulled up even."
Whitehurst also has the responsibility for meals secved in Generad Eisenhower's private dining
t
I room at headquarters. "Ike" eats
' lunch there every day, invariably
with guests.
The general's diet is closely
watched by Major General Howard M. Snyder, his personal physician. He-eats ho meat at lunchtime, and usually has only soup,
followed by a large salad of fresh
vegetables or fruits, topped off
with cheese.
Whitehurst tries to serve meals
to the General's guests that will
suit their nationality and habits.
When Field Marshal Viscount
Montgomery lunched there re"VW PUT TN! EQUIVALENT
OF
FOUR YEARS'
cently, Whitehurst decided on leg
DRIVING ON MT
of lamb with mint sauce. He had
to telephone London for the mint
sauce. Fortunately an official
on rho go. / Figur* that
plane was taking off for Paris.
have already pot tho
•qpival•nr of four
Whitehurst tries to put enough
mu.
of avorogo drivvariety in his menus to please all
ing on It - vet/hoof
the officers.
r'ia""bloianown"/
d g * orrnonoro".'
British officers asked a tea'o001,,.
time service be instituted, so
''
-ea ys Harry H. Norse
Whitehurst organized it for 4 p.m.
Noveron, Topes
He now has a rushing business for
tea—nearly all of it by American
officers.
"MM.!, a 1937
Most of the food served in the
It'. ON going Dorf/pp-and
'It has
officers' mess comes from AmeriSteady rovorodstrong
idg,00,
3 honest, novo than
ca, including frozen foods. Fresh
roam No wonder drIa•ndahi•
/Hopi., say
vegetables are bought on the
Oaclgo for
--says Mrs. dep./1404111,y."
French market, and most of the
Noble Swisher
Chicago, IIL
dairy products come from Holland.
"MV 1948
DODGE SEAL LIKE
NEIVI.
Whitehurst has an assistant.who
"My work tolls
for thou
helps him worry with the probToo mold pay op to $1,000 more and still not get di the
fteds of /Who of
driving a
lems. He is Phil Adamo, formerrow. Yof my
Dorigo stilt
hos that 'now194S
comfort and rugged dependability of Dodge
riding
room,
tar pop and
extra
of
New
Haven,
Conn.
Adamo
ly
-point
7
dealer's
Ashland
your
foot
for
Oda& of
Drive in now
serfwas a mess sergeant in the Army.
Wog, It has 70'polar
So
you over roads that stop other cars,
service for warm-weather motoring. Fin up
kwfdo of o Nook No the
rytAxa -un WORD Of owners who
He later took his discharge here,
shop.**
vital chassis parts against road
-.ore Gioargo itioffor
with Ashland Flying Octanes,the high-octane,
married a French girl, and enrolI know Dodge value and depend- cushion
Si. Lads. Mo.
shocks ... make them last years longer.
ability from actual experience. No
led in the Cordon Bleu, famous
catalytic gasoline that provides thrilling extra
driving"
with this traditional Dodge qualyears'
And
four
in
repairs
ride.
economical
French
cooking
school.
major
more
smoother,
power and a
ity of dependability goes extra head... "After driving another make less
room, leg room, elbow room found
than a year, I'm back with Dodge
In no other car . . . "Watchtower"
again"..."Driven my Dodge 150,000
cue
you
-RIGHT
If
CHANGE TO SEASON
visibility in every direction. Longer
iodes and it's still going strong." Those
lasting, smooth acting Safe-Guard
sae not unusual comments we receive
Hydraulic Brakes make every mile
from Dodge owners coast-to-coast.
you travel safer, more relaxed.
Dodge dependability starts with a
near your house
Leavy, rugged frame, a "Get-Away"
VALVOLINE
engine 'speed-proofed" to resist wear,
you may huve TERMITES
to be a miser on gas. There's
100% PDOISYLVANIA MOTOR OR
rubberbob,_
rigid,
eliminate rstde, squeak.,
QUINNA.fl C341 MEETS „
QUit411414
utinnloistti
April ,' leff30 p.m. *Mail
20 soenrs, 19 vore And Ofl
'?rqW
le844,1e5qflt,
sectetarY, reported.
David Crenshaw led the pledge
to.the flag and 4.-H pledge, Bennie Lowery led the songs.
A motion was made and seeonded for a Community R a 1 ly
Day and Style Revue to be held
Monday afternoon, April .23.
The business meeting was adjourned for the program. "Garden
Goes Into Action" was the subject
of the reports given by club members,
Mrs. Crenshaw and Mrs. Hopkins were in charge of the recreation.
The next meeting will be May
3, at 7:30 p. m.
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It's False Economy ....
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ANNIVERSARY
SALE

OVER 500 ITEMS REDUCED IN PRICE!
Every department except electric appliances.
You'll be surprised at the wonderful bargains
. . . and you will look a long, long time before you'll find VALUES like those now being offered . . . come in right away -- compare these prices with any -- and you'll be
convinced.
SALE LASTS THRU MAY 5TH.

KEACH FURNITURE CO.
"The Big Store -- Keoch's Has It"

49c
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS,5 lbs.
SUGAR, pure cane. factory packed bags
91c
10 lbs.
CHOCOLATE DROPS, pound cello bag . . . . 20c
59c
TRIPLE R. PEABERRY COFFEE. pound
25c
LEMONS, nice size, dozen
TREND POWDERS for dish washing, box . 20c
VANILLA WAFERS, 110 cookies in cello bag 25c
25c
TOILET PAPER, 3 rolls
79c
box
lb.
CHEESE, Swift's Food, 2

QUINN'S GROCERY

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

15f

BANANAS, large fancy ripe
pound

APPLES, Winnow, U. S. No. 1
pound

MEAT SPECIALS
PORK SHOULDER BOAST, fresh
lb.

45(

SHOULDER STEAK, fresh
lb.
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